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Abstract
My Master Thesis aims to fill a research gap within the area of software testing, focusing
on the human dimension of the software testing role. Although there has been extensive research on the technological aspect of software testing - such as tool usage, test automation,
and test processes - little research has been conducted within the human factors shaping
the role of the software testers.
In the first part of my thesis, I demonstrate this gap, by conducting two systematic literature reviews. I continue by presenting the design, and implementation of a qualitative
analysis, and by creating a theory on the combination of human factors and hard skills that
shape the software testing role, as described by the professionals working with software.
The qualitative study was conducted in collaboration with an international software service providing company, who facilitated the interviewing of different professionals, as well
as allowing me to observe a team developing a customer-project within the financial sector.
I interviewed a total of 13 professionals, six with software testing roles and seven with nontesting roles, and observed over 14 workdays on the project.
The research method applied was Grounded Theory along with Thematic Analysis, well
suited given the scope of the thesis, as well as the data collection and analysis. Through
interviews and observations, I obtained a set of human factors and hard skills as described
by the interviewed professionals, and sequentially, I obtained an emerging theory on how
these factors influence one another.
The qualitative analysis findings suggest that the professionals working with agile software development see the following qualities as definitory for the software testing role: being adaptable, detail-oriented, creative, structured, curious, having good communication
skills, and able to see the whole picture. The emerged theory shows that for software
testers, both domain knowledge and technical knowledge will have a influence on being
creative, adaptable, detail-oriented, and being able to see the whole picture. In addition,
being structured will positively impact the ability to be detail-oriented. Software testers
that are constantly curious, are able to learn domain-knowledge and technical-knowledge
at an easier and faster pace. The theory also shows that having good communication skills,
being detail-oriented, and able to see the whole picture as a software tester will benefit the
team’s effectivity.
This thesis’ findings contribute by bringing to light the knowledge about the human factors
and their combination that give uniqueness to the software testing role. For practitioners,
this thesis can benefit the industry by providing factors that testers should possess, and
useful as a check-list to those in charge of hiring new testing personnel. For researchers,
this thesis contributes by adding knowledge to the little research available in this field, and
can serve as a foundation for future work.
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Preface
In 2015, I enrolled into the study program called Informatics: Programming and Network.
During the first two years, I learned basic programming skills, as well as got used to think
as a developer. Two years later, I chose to enroll in a course that was relatively new at
the time - Software Testing. Thus, the doors into the world of testing opened up for me.
During the course, I learned different testing types, techniques to test the software, and
how to think like a tester. I hadn’t done anything like this before, but the more I learned,
the more intrigued I became. It was a unique and educational experience, that made me
become a Teacher’s Assistant twice for the course, during my time at the university. However, I longed for more practical experience, as the most of the course was theoretical. How
was testing actually performed in the real world? An opportunity presented itself when a
software service providing company offered me a test-coordinator summer internship.
I began working at the company as an intern during the summer of 2019. We, the students benefiting of this apprenticeship, were placed into cross-functional teams and asked
to be working in actual projects. The company’s software development methodology was
agile, therefore we faced a multitude of tasks and changes, in a relatively short time span.
Most of the curriculum I learned at the testing course were not applicable in this kind of
projects; needless to say, I felt out of place. I gained a consistent amount of practical experience during that summer, for instance on how testers are the ’middle-layer’ between the
technical and business side. I assisted the UX professionals in shaping the user-experience
and provided them with technical insights from the developers’ stand point. I helped the developers in understanding the software architecture while translating the UX requirements
into more concrete technical details. From the business side, I performed risk assessment
together with the business analyst and acquired good domain knowledge - which was furthermore translated into technical detail. I still had my own testing tasks, such as creating
test plans, test reports, making test-cases, and reporting bugs.
After my internship, I realized that my perception of testers was inaccurate; they did much
more than test the code produced by the developers. Testers needed to possess good communication and interpersonal skills, being able to work well in a team, regularly adapt
themselves, and needed to possess a sense of commitment. The book which we used as the
curriculum in the course [8], based on the ISTQB Foundations syllabus - had little mention
within this regard. Coming back from the internship and onto my last year of Master’s,
I realised this topic was something I wanted to research. The motivation for writing this
Master’s Thesis therefore originated from my personal experience as a software testing
course participant, and as an intern. With anticipation, this thesis would hopefully benefit
both the research field, as well as the industry focusing on software testing.
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1

Introduction

Agile software development began in the late 1990s, as organizations found it burdensome
to apply sequential approaches for small to medium-sized projects [80]. Its methods are
based on iterative and incremental development, characterized by qualities such as short
time-boxed or task-boxed cycles, and rapid customer feedback. Today, methodologies such
as Scrum, are prevalent among agile organizations. The 12th annual report from CollabNet
VersionOne - the most significant and longest-running agile survey in the world - revealed
that over 50% of the 1400 respondents’ organizations are currently practicing Scrum [18].
From the perspective of software testing, agile might appear radical at first. The short
iterations might give the impression that agile does not allow as much time for test preparation, planning, and organisation as the sequential-development software projects, and
neither the twelve agile principles or the agile manifesto explicitly states how software
testing should be conducted.

1.1

Motivation

Popular testing activities within agile methodologies such as test-driven development, test
automation, and continuous integration have been identified and proven to be effective.
Technological aspects of software testing, such as new testing tools, techniques, and frameworks, have also been presented in recent years. However, through my searches in the
academic literature , I found that there has been little research conducted on the qualities of the software testers in recent years. The ISTQB syllabus - Foundations of Software
Testing - mentions only briefly the psychology of testing [8]. As such, there is a need for
research on the human aspects of testers working in an agile environment. This thesis
therefore investigates the human factors and their combinations that are seen as relevant
by the practitioners for the software testing role.

1.2

Research Area and Question

This thesis is a concatenation of systematic literature reviews, an ample qualitative study,
comprising of a series of interviews, and a case study, as well as the formation of a grounded
theory on the human aspects of the software testing role. The purpose is to understand the
desirable human factors and skills for the software testing role, as well as the way they
shape each other, as viewed by both software testers and other roles within the development
teams. As such, those we interviewed were both testers as well as non-tester personnel, in
order to create the full picture of the software tester’s role. In addition to the interviews, I
have also conducted a case study by observing a project involving a cross-functional team
1

using an agile development methodology. Since the software testing role was the main focus
of my research, I focused primarily on the software testers during my time of observation
- taking additional notes, such as the individual’s behaviour and interactions. The two literature reviews I conducted, which are to be described further in the thesis, confirm that
little investigation has been conducted within this topic. The scarcity of existing research
led me to construct the following research question:
RQ: Which human factors and skills are perceived as determinant for the agile
software testers role, and how can they shape one another?

1.3

Thesis Structure

The rest of the thesis is structured as follows:
Section 2: Background provides contextual information used in framing my research
work, in the scope of the thesis. Since the thesis over-arches across two research areas, the
background work on agile software development methodologies and popular agile software
testing techniques are presented in this chapter.
Section 3: Software Testing In Agile Development presents the first literature review
conducted, to present a summary of the past ten years within software testing in agile development. The outcome of the first literature review is also used to demonstrate the lack
of research on the tester-role human factors within agile testing.
Section 4: Human Factors In Software Testing presents the second literature review,
where the identified gaps in the previous chapter are tested. This literature review broadens the summary of human-factors academic research, and looks for literature on human
factors in software testing, regardless of development methodologies.
Section 5: Research Method outlines the research method of the Thesis, research design,
data analysis approach, data collection procedure, different data types, and validity of the
results.
Section 6: Research Context presents both the organizational and project context in
which I gathered my data from, in order to familiarize the reader with the research settings.
Section 7: Results elicits my findings from data analysis and data collection, and attempts
to present an introductory theory grounded from the data.
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Section 8: Discussion aims to compare my findings with the relevant, existing research
literature and discuss my results and theory in light of those. Implications for both practice
and theory will also be presented.
Section 9: Conclusion summarizes and concludes the thesis as a whole, and elicits contributions to existing works, as well as potential future research within this interdisciplinary
topic.

3

2

Background

This section presents relevant software development methodologies used in agile development. Following, the currently popular agile software testing practices are presented. Both
sections are aimed to give the reader a frame of understanding for the research-object of
the thesis.

2.1

Agile Development Processes

The agile approach is based on the four fundamental values and twelve principles found in
the Agile Manifesto. Process models such as Scrum, Kanban, and Scrumban all emphasize
these guidelines. Their iterative and incremental methods characterize agile models. An
agile project is usually broken into a series of small cycles. During each iteration/cycle, the
team aims to deliver a subset of the functionality agreed upon with the customer. Sequential, single-function teams are not viable for such a process. A rethinking of team structure
was needed, due to fundamental activities being interleaved rather than separated. Autonomous cross-functional teams became the essence within agile processes [2], as these
teams included people who possess primary specialty within one field and secondary specialties within several.
Compared to sequential software development methods, agile process models with their
distinct activities offered an increase in both quality and productivity [12, 42]. It is noteworthy to mention that the root of agile began with Extreme Programming (XP), which has
contributed a significant amount to the agile community with its development practices.
Some of the commonly known techniques used in agile frameworks mentioned above include test-first development, continuous integration, and refactoring. The current section
presents the background work on both software development models and agile software
testing techniques. As the thesis is mainly focused on agile development, only process models within the category will be elaborated. The aim is to give the reader an insight into the
history and current information on the subject.

2.1.1

Scrum

Scrum is a framework based on iterations and delivering product increments. Projects using this framework are broken down into a set of manageable and understandable cycles
that both the stakeholders and the development team can relate. Its work-flow is based on
time-boxed series called sprints, which usually last around 2 - 4 weeks. Time-boxed signifies that the sprint ends on a specific date with non-extendable deadlines. There are different roles and groups within the agile framework including, among others, cross-functional
teams, the backbone of Scrum. These teams operate with high cohesion and possess dif-
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ferent functional expertise within in order to deliver a potentially ship-able product each
sprint [15]. Knowledge sharing is high between team members: for instance, a UX designer
may assist with software testing tasks if needed. Other roles within the team include Scrum
Master; these facilitators guide cross-functional teams and the Product Owner (PO) in the
right direction and assist them on the values and practices of Scrum [15]. The role PO represents the customer’s side. They may introduce the Product Backlog artifact - a list of items
or features that the customer(s) wishes to be implemented into the product [15]. In Scrum,
there are so-called ceremonies that occur during a sprint. These include Sprint-Planning
Meeting, Daily Stand-up, Sprint Review Meeting, and Sprint Retrospective Meeting.
Sprint-Planning Meeting
During the start of a sprint, a sprint-planning meeting is usually held with the PO, the
Scrum Master, and the team. The PO and Scrum Master review the items held in the Product Backlog and re-prioritize them if necessary, and they determine the goals for the sprint.
The team may select items from the product backlog (usually from a top-down approach)
and into the sprint backlog - a list of items and features which the team aims to complete
by the end of the sprint.
Daily Stand-up Meeting
During each day of the sprint, a daily stand-up meeting is held. Its duration should not
exceed beyond 15 minutes [76]. Within the time-frame, each team member should answer
the following questions:
1. What did I do yesterday?
2. What will I do today?
3. Are there any impediments?
Studies show stand-up meetings are commonly being used for reporting what had been
done rather than what will be done. According to Stray [75], the time devoted to each of the
three questions are as follows: Question 1: 53%, Question 2: 25%, Question 3: 22%. Stray
et al. [76] proposes improvements to stand-up meetings by both removing Question 1 as
well as making each member present in the meeting to be standing instead of sitting down,
in order not to exceed the allocated time frame.
Sprint Review Meeting
During the end of a sprint, a review meeting is to be held between the PO, the team, and
the Scrum Master. The purpose of this meeting is inspect and adapt the product - meaning
learning and evolve based on feedback given. The PO learns what is going on with the
product and the team, while the team learns what is going on with the PO and the market.
The review meeting usually includes a demo of the product.
5

Sprint Retrospective Meeting
The sprint retrospective meeting is about inspect and adapt of the process. The team learns
what is working and what to improve for the next sprint. Retrospective meetings are useful
for making visible bottlenecks as well as areas for improvement [3].

2.1.2

Kanban

The Kanban process utilizes many of the concepts from Lean but is focused more on software development. Kanban principles include: Visualize the workflow, limit Work-InProgress, Measure and manage flow, and improve collaboratively [1]. As such, it is often
used in conjunction with a tangible board and pull-based system [51]. Ahmad et al. argue
that the fundamental principles of Lean are mainly overlapping with the principles of Kanban. Agreeably, both Kanban and Lean reflects on characteristics such as working towards
flow, develop skillful individuals, increase product quality while minimizing waste. In order
to visualize the workflow, a tangible board is used. The Kanban board provides visibility to
the software process because it shows the assigned work of each developer, clearly communicates priorities, and highlights bottlenecks. [1]. Compared to Scrum, Kanban is task-boxed.
Meaning it does not emphasize time deadlines as much as number-of-tasks-done deadlines.
Kanban focuses on the completion of prioritized items as opposed to Scrum’s how-muchcan-we-do within the time limit of the sprint.

2.1.3

Scrumban

Scrumban is a methodology based on both Scrum and Kanban. Scrumban uses several
Scrum practices, such as Product Backlog and its ceremonies combined with Kanban practices such as visual management and its pull-based system. According to [50], quoted by
[79], ”Scrumban is best used for projects with frequent changing user stories or programming errors, as time-limited sprints of the Scrum model are of no appreciable use, but its
daily meetings and other practices can be applied, depending on the team and the situation
at hand”.

2.2
2.2.1

Agile Testing Practices
Early Involvement & Task Delegation

A noticeable divergence from sequential development methods entails involving testers
right from the beginning of the development cycles. One of the seven testing principles
states that quality assurance activities should be started as early as possible in the lifecycle in order to avoid additional cost and time [8]. In agile, early involvement of testers at
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the start of the project, or iteration, enables discussions about user stories or the system architecture to which primary testing personnel will acquire a better understanding of what
to test. It also allows them to identify different test environments and scenarios early on thus increasing the overall productivity and test validity. The delegation of testing tasks is
also an essential feature of agile. It is expected that developers perform unit-tests on their
own. The encouragement of having multiple roles in a team ensures that developers may
also do other testing tasks, such as reviewing user stories and creating test conditions. Dedicated testers, therefore, have more time to focus on other techniques such as exploratory
testing, usability testing, and improving test coverage with the developers [68]. Knowledge
transfer also happens more frequently and naturally amongst developers and testers, as
both testing and development happen concurrently during each iteration. While new team
members may benefit from the active feedback, testers also ensure that no misunderstandings or confusion occurs during development. The tight coupling between testers and the
rest of the team enables fast learning and greater understanding of each other.

2.2.2

Test-Driven Development & Test Automation

Test-Driven Development has its origin from Extreme Programming and interleaves testing
and code development. Its basic principle is to create the tests before implementing code,
and its purpose involves producing simple, more cohesive, and less coupled code compared
to the more traditional ways [43]. Additionally, the popularity of agile methodologies is due
to the assumption that quality software may be produced with a limited workforce. This is
achievable with activities that enable automate engineering in a software test process - also
known as test automation. Regression testing - the art of executing tests to confirm that
defects fixed did not introduce new incidents in other areas - are most efficient when automated [29], thus reducing time compared to manual conduction and increases efficiency. As
the code is developed in small increments, the need for recurrently running previous tests,
to make sure a modification has introduced no defects to the product, is crucial. Automated
regression tests, therefore, can drastically reduce the time and cost of the project.

2.2.3

Continuous Integration

The introduction of multi-skilled workers in agile highlighted a possible nuisance, and several team members may concurrently edit the source code. Old Version-Controlled Systems
(VCS) defaulted to strict locking - meaning only one person could edit the source file at a
time. With the introduction of agile, new VCS system enabled optimistic locking - meaning several people could edit a source file concurrently. While it is safe to assume that
developers need to spend some amount of time with merge-conflicts due to the new locking
system, continuous integration was seen as an improvement to the old ways. The continuous integration practice entails that developers should commit small, often, and daily [58].
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Integration happens frequently, with small-increments rather than the big-bang method of
sequential development models [8]. For some VCS tools, if the source code pushed to the
VCS fails to compile or successfully integrates, the tool will notify the developer. Fixing a
failed integration is the one of the highest priority in agile development [42].
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3

Software Testing In Agile Development

In order to investigate the current research within software testing in agile development, I
conducted a literature review. To name a few courses I took before starting my work on the
thesis: Software Testing, System Development, and Smart processes and Agile Methods in
Software Engineering. The curriculum books and the lecture slides served as a guideline
for understanding concepts such as software development approach, agile methodologies,
and the different aspects of software testing. According to Kitchenham, a systematic literature review is identifying, evaluating, and interpreting all available research relevant to
a particular research question, topic area, or phenomenon of interest [49]. By conducting a
literature review, I aimed to gather as much relevant information concerning the topic as
possible.
An existing systematic review regarding the topic, conducted by Fortunato et al., was found:
Quality Assurance in Agile Software Development: A Systematic Review [28]. Their systematic literature review included academic studies published between 2001 and 2015, and
their research questions aimed to answer which practices are used for quality assurance
in agile projects?, and What are the main challenges and limitations of quality assurance
on agile methods?. I attempted to replicate the results using the same search string and
databases, which proved to be inconsistent with the results they published as some of their
findings did not appear in mine. In addition, their literature review had no keywords for
software testing in their search string. I sent an e-mail to the authors, asking for elaboration, but a reply has yet to be received at time of this writing. My literature review takes
inspiration from Fortunato et al. [28], but it is not a continuation or replication from theirs.
I explored several scientific literature databases for potential literature, as presented in
Table 1 on the following page. The databases SpringerLink and Wiley Inter-Science Journal were excluded, as Scopus subsume results from both. Table 2 on the next page shows
the search string. The string was modified to fit the syntax of the different databases - however, semantics were ensured to be consistent. A worthy mention is that I included the term
’quality assurance’ since there are research papers that refer to software testing activities
as quality assurance activities, and the two are interchangeable in agile projects to some
degree. My view is that ’quality assurance’ is a responsibility taken on by the whole team,
whereas ’software testing’ refers specifically to the tester role and the specific activities.
Nevertheless, both concepts have been included in the search string, for a broader catch.
As Kitchenham suggests, selection criteria are ”intended to identify those primary studies
that provide direct evidence about the research question” [49]. They should also be decided
before study selection in order to reduce the likelihood of bias. I devised protocols that
include both inclusion and exclusion criteria. They are as follows:
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Databases
ACM Digital Library
IEEE Xplore
Science Direct
Scopus

Link
https://dl.acm.org/
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org
https://www.sciencedirect.com/
https://www.scopus.com/

Table 1: Research Databases used for Conducting Literature Review
(”agile software development” OR ”agile development” OR agile) AND
(”software testing” OR ”quality assurance” OR ”QA” OR ”SQA”)
Table 2: Search String for Software Testing in Agile Development
Inclusion Criteria
• Relevant academic and industry studies
• Relevant conference, journal, and workshop works
• Review articles, research articles, book chapters, and conference papers
• Qualitative / quantitative research studies published between 2009 - 2019
Exclusion Criteria
• Non-English contributions
• Contributions not related to Information Technology
• Encyclopedias, prefaces, book reviews, case reports, correspondences, discussions, interviews, tutorials, editorials, mini reviews, news.
The selection stages consist of four steps, as presented in Table 3 below:
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3

Stage 4

Identify studies matching search string, inclusion criteria,
and exclusion criteria. Discard duplicate studies.
Exclude studies with no mention of quality assurance or software testing and agile in either title, keywords, or abstract.
Review abstract, discarding irrelevant studies for research
topic. Conform - and discard - secondary studies with current literature review. Review of introduction, methodology,
results, and discussion.
Assess full papers, snowballing references for further study.
Table 3: Selection Stages
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Database
ACM
IEEE Xplore
Science Direct
Scopus
Total

Stage 1
96
262
1344
492
2194 results

Stage 2
7
45
10
29
91 results

Stage 3
6
27
5
19
57 results

Stage 4
5
21
5
17
48 + 2 results

Table 4: The Results at each Stage of the Selection Process

3.1

Selection Process

I began the review by applying the search string onto the four scientific databases. The
application of inclusion criteria, exclusion criteria, and the removal of duplicated studies
resulted in a total of 2194 articles during stage one. All articles were skimmed through,
excluding the ones that did not mention any form of agile methodology or quality assurance/software testing in the title, abstract, or keywords. The exclusion eliminated over 95%
of the initial total - resulting in 91 works. Furthermore, I carefully interpreted the abstract
of each article. Studies without their primary focus on software testing were excluded.
Studies that did not write about software testing used in conjunction with agile practices
or present new agile testing practices were also eliminated. I discarded secondary studies
that provided no actual empirical data. However, I used them as a checklist in comparison
to my current literature. They also proved useful candidates for snowball sampling. The
exclusion eliminated over 30 studies from the selection pool. Finally, each of the 48 papers
was carefully assessed. By using snowball sampling, two additional papers were found to
be relevant for the review. During the readings of the 50 papers, I noticed a particular pattern of what each article was about. Some entailed evaluating existing techniques within
a specific context, while others made comparisons throughout their paper. There were also
papers concerning existing activities with innovative mechanisms. I, therefore, began to
group research papers which exhibited similar themes. I produced three main categories in
which each article was classified and assigned to.

3.2

Three Categories of Agile Software Testing Papers

Figure 1 shows the result of category aggregation. Each research article have been given a
classification of either innovative, comparative, or evaluation - each explained respectively
in table 5 on page 13.
Six articles were hovering between two categories [21, 17, 63, 56, 6, 34]. These were carefully read and placed into one specific category to the best of my ability following the articles’ main focus points. The result of the aggregation shows that most of the papers are
an evaluation of existing software testing techniques, strategies for choosing appropriate
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Figure 1: Results Grouped into Patterned Categories
methods or attributes to improve overall quality in conjunction with agile development.
Yet, there is no scarcity of papers researching innovative techniques or tools to be used in
agile testing, as one-third of the 50 results fall into that category.
The categorized papers were furthermore studied to see the research methodology used.
Figure 2 shows that the majority of studies were conducted using a case study. There may
be several reasons for why such an empirical method is the favored research methodology.
One is due to the industry and research field being tightly integrated in the field of software testing and agile methodology. A case study allows the investigation of a phenomenon
within its real-life context, and especially appropriate for theory building and theory testing. Evaluation of testing tools, methods, techniques cannot be realistically measured in
terms of usage in an experiment. Seeing how experiments are the only research strategy
that can prove causal relationships and provide high precision in measuring outcomes and
data analysis, it is reasonable to think why experiments are a significant portion of research
methodology used in the innovative category
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Category

Explanation

Innovative artifacts

Studies modifying existing ceremonies/techniques/processes
which directly/indirectly affect software testing activities in
agile development are mentioned here. In addition, papers
presenting new ceremonies/techniques, etc. also fall under
this category

Comparative studies

Papers falling under this category are comparative studies.
For example, the difference in software testing techniques between plan-driven processes and agile processes

Evaluation papers

Papers subsumed under this category include the evaluation
of existing known methods/technologies used. Skills required
to perform specific tasks related to software testing. Evaluation of testing usage from foreign companies. Challenges regarding utilizing a specific artifact in agile development.

Table 5: Three Categories Generated from Findings

3.2.1

Innovative Artifacts

Innovative artifacts can be divided into Models, Practices, Tools, Processes, and Others,
seen in Figure 3. There were two models created in order to assist in agile software testing. A proposed reference model to measure maturity level similar to that of CMMI [72],
and a proposed process model focusing on software quality assurance called Agile Quality Assurance Model (AQAM) [39]. There were four practices identified as been developed /
modified, these concern new techniques for continuous integration [42], new agile ceremony
with purpose of finding and reporting defects [78], automated regression testing [44], and
new techniques for creating test cases [77]. In addition, tools for UX-testing have been developed, and specific testing tools were creating for context-specific applications [35]. There
have also been developed tools aimed at testing cloud applications [56], as well as creating an E-learning system for agile software development [7]. The two processes entail
modification/overhaul of agile process models, one being integrating agile testing with the
V-model [4], and the other modifying Scrum to incorporate new testing tasks when developing safety-critical systems [34]. The category ’Others’ include different subjects that had no
aggregation of more than 1, such as evaluation of new tester role [53], new testing metrics
[47], approach for simulation testing [70], or framework for model-based testing [54].
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Figure 2: Research methodology Utilized Sorted by Category

3.2.2

Comparative Studies

Two studies were focusing on Test-Driven Development vs. Test Last [40, 60]. In essence,
both findings show that Test First-programmers spent a higher percentage of time on testing, a lower percentage of time coding. However, the benefits of test-driven development
are small compared to test-last as products delivered were neither higher quality nor were
more productive. Nevertheless, using TDD endorsed better branch coverage. Two studies
were focusing on the difference of test activities conducted in an agile project compared to
plan-driven projects [48, 24]. Kettunen et al. initiated a study criticizing the absence of
guidance in agile methods on how testing should be arranged in parallel with development
[48]. The study thus raises the question of whether testers are needed in agile development
at all as testing is emphasized on developers . The study conducted by Dhir and Kumar [24]
compared the process of conducting testing on a web application in a sequential environment and agile environment. Results showed that there was an improvement in the agile
model compared to the sequential model. The agile model had increased test coverage, but
also reduces cost and improved productivity of the team. Similarly, the study investigating
whether dedicated testers are needed or not in an agile context reported that it entirely
depends on the team [62]. In order for the team to be efficient without testers, they need
to feel fully responsible for the software, have sufficient freedom to decide and control all
relevant aspects of their work, and have common ground with users of the software in order to properly interpret the feedback. Disadvantages include integration testing beyond
the team level becomes harder to conduct. The last study compared motivation factors
for testers [21]. The results are that sequential testers have a higher degree of stress but
14

Figure 3: Categories Within Innovative Artifacts
a more positive attitude for tacking challenges. In contrast, agile testers are better integrated into their teams but expressed unhappiness about their relationship with developers
as they found it difficult in communication with them.

3.2.3

Evaluation Papers

The 28 studies in the ’Evaluation’ category had an immense amount of subjects, Figure
6 shows a total of 13 categories. The summary of each article within this category has
refrained from being written. Rather, an explanation of each article can be found in the
literature review excel sheet - which I have uploaded on figshare. There are some subjects
requiring explanation. ’Perception’ indicates that a study focuses entirely on the subjective
opinions of agile testing within a company. ’Foreign Usage’ evaluates the different agile
testing techniques in non-western countries. Although teamwork focuses on the interaction
between team members, it can be an underclass to Human Factors which focuses on the soft
skills required of a particular role. The reasoning behind splitting up the two is due to scope
and focus. Studies placed in teamwork do not have personal skills as their primary focus,
whereas studies placed in human factors, does. Attributes for success indicate what factors
are essential to consider in order to have the highest possibility of a successful project /
deliver a product of the highest quality possible. Assessment deals with the adoption of
existing techniques and measuring their effectiveness.
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Figure 4: Categories Within Comparative Studies

Category
Quality attributes
Test automation
Process model transition
Assessment
Foreign usage
Teamwork
Human factors
Exploratory testing
Perception
Security testing
Test-driven development
Usability testing

Amount
7
4
3
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1

Examples
Variables to improve quality and productivity
Test automation strategies / challenges in Scrum
Transition from plan-driven to agile process model
Assessing testing methods in an agile context
Testing techniques used in Korea and Pakistan
Collaboration among team members to foster testing
Soft skills wanted by employers, for testers
Enacting exploratory testing in an agile project
Agile testers’ opinion on agile
Synchronization between agile team and security team
Automated acceptance test-driven development
Integration of Scrum med usability testing

Table 6: Evaluation Papers
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3.3

Lack of Human Factors Research in the Testing field

The literature review resulted in 50 studies that focused on research related to software
testing within an agile environment. Over half of these focused on evaluating existing
known methods or technologies used within their respective context. About one-third of
the studies focused on researching new constructs in order to assist and improve the software testing field, and 10% of the studies focused on comparing known techniques such as
Test-Driven Development with test-last development - the categories from all these studies varied considerably. The majority of the research relates to covering the performance
of applications of some testing techniques, automation benefits, or differences of practices
applied in project contexts that follow sequential or agile development methods. Studies
dealing with human behavior within the field of software testing are scarce, even with the
introduction and focus on agile methodology highlighting the importance of people, teamwork, and communication.
The lack of such research in human factors within the testing field enhanced my speculation that the topic at hand is under-researched and fueled my motivation to focus my
thesis on human factors - for several reasons. First, the literature review shows that little
research has been conducted within this area. The Master’s Thesis would, therefore, benefit
the research field by building a foundation for future work regarding human factors in software testing. Secondly, human factors should be considered crucial in order to build useful
theories and results in other topics. They should be considered, as there may be risks of
producing results that do not uncover the key factors when determining the success or failure of a research project. For example, in an agile software project where test automation
improvement is needed, reluctance to change might be more important to consider than
which automation strategy to apply. Thirdly, supposing that research about human factors
within software testing has been conducted, this literature review shows that they have not
been researched in conjunction with agile software development. It would, therefore, still
be of relevance to research the human factors required/desirable for testers within agile
software development.
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4

Human Factors In Software Testing

I decided to conduct another literature review regarding human factors and software testing outside of agile development. It is to ensure that the research gap is present and that
human factors in software testers have generally not been researched to an extent. Therefore, the main goal of the second literature review is to find research related to human
factors within software testing and confirm that scarce research has been conducted within
my chosen topic. The secondary goal of conducting another SLR is to highlight current literature within the topic and investigate research gaps for further study. The importance
of highlighting human factors applies to both researchers and practitioners. For practicing software testers - if human factors are the determining factor for a successful project then identifying, motivating, and rewarding testers possessing such factors are vital. For
researchers, if human factors prove to be more important than techniques and tools - a new
research topic arises. Identifying the most critical factors, and develop ways to identify individuals who possess these factors, as well as determining if these factors are teachable.
The second literature review is consistent with the first one. Scientific databases, inclusion, and exclusion criteria were ensured to be as close in resemblance as possible with
regards to the first literature review. Table 7 shows the search string to be used on the four
databases presented in table 1 on page 10. Figures regarding protocols and selection stages
were refrained from creation, as they are nearly identical as table 2 on page 10 and 3 on
page 10.
(”human factor” OR ”human factors” OR ”soft skills”) AND (”software testing” OR ”quality assurance” OR ”QA” OR ”software quality assurance” OR
”SQA”)
Table 7: Search String for Human Factors

4.1

Selection Process
Database
ACM
IEEE Xplore
Science Direct
Scopus
Total:

Stage 1
35
60
956
109
1160

Stage 2
1
15
3
3
22

Stage 3
1
9
2
3
15

Stage 4
1
9
2
3
15

Table 8: The Results at each Stage of the Selection Process on Human Factors
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By doing the same protocol as before, I began the review by applying the search string onto
the four databases. I applied the same inclusion and exclusion criteria and the removal
of duplicated studies. The search on the four databases yielded over 1000 results, most
of them stemming from the Scopus database. I quickly skimmed through the articles by
title, abstract, and keywords, removing the ones who did not mention human factors and
software testing. The majority of the 1000 results found were irrelevant, as most of them
did not focus on human factors. The ones that did, focused not on software testing, and
belonged primarily in the medical and psychology field. A total of 22 studies were selected
for stage 2, and was carefully read. The research papers which were not complete or did
not focus on human factors within the field of software testing were further excluded from
the selection. This literature review identified 15 studies to be of relevance. In addition to
the two research articles focusing on human factors from the first literature review, there
are a total of 17 relevant studies from the period 2009 - 2019 that focuses on human factors
in software testing.
The 17 research papers were carefully read, taken notes of, and checked references to see
if any additional papers complied with the inclusion criteria, and which were not found by
the search string. There was no additional literature found using this technique. However,
a notable trend was that research papers that were recently published cited the same existing research papers within the pool. The research papers that got cited a lot conducted
their research based on literature regarding human factors within software engineering in
general, and had no specific focus on software testing. Based on this finding, I felt that
the literature within the topic of human factors in software testing during this period have
mostly been caught.

4.2

Four Categories of Human Factors Papers

Following the literature review in the previous section, I grouped the research papers that
exhibited similarities. I aggregated a total of four categories, these include: (1) software
testing as a profession, (2) motivational factors for software testers, (3) personal characteristics of software testers, and (4) a miscellaneous category. The lastly mentioned category
includes research papers that comprise of different subjects and had no aggregation of more
than one. Figure 5 on the following page shows the assigned categories. Note that there are
two papers belonging to two categories. Unlike the previous literature review, the contents
from the papers were tangible, which proved difficult to assign them into one distinctive
category. Each of these categories, as well as the research papers belonging to that category, are elaborated in the next section.
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Figure 5: Four Categories of Investigated Findings

4.2.1

Software Testing as a Profession

Studies have been conducted on investigating software testing as a profession. Capretz et
al. [13] conducted a quantitative survey amongst professionals in four geographic regions,
to find out the degree of attraction of the profession. Results indicate that testing was not a
popular career option among software professionals. De-motivators include the treatment
of ”second-class citizen” and complexities resulting in stressful and frustrating situations.
Shah et al. mentioned similar opinions voiced by senior testers in a service-based software
company located in India [71]. The majority of the seniors had a negative attitude towards
testing and considered it to be necessary. They voiced the profession as secondary tasks
or a stepping stone for a developer career. Being involved in testing allows individuals
to gain a more in-depth understanding of the product, and thus make a more substantial
contribution to the development of the product. This opinion was also reflected in the junior testers, but with a positive attitude, testing helped them learn the system better so
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they could become skilled programmers in the future. The study found that all except one
participant did not want to work permanently as a tester. In addition, Deak et al. found
that agile testers were more unhappy about their relationship with developers than testers
working in a sequential model, which was interesting as agile encouraged more teamwork
and blurred line of profession [21].

4.2.2

Testers’ Motivation

Studies have also been conducted regarding the motivation of software testers. Mainly,
research has proposed a set of motivational factors (i.e., what keeps a tester motivated in
order to do his/her job) and a set of de-motivational factors (i.e., factors that could negatively
affect the tester in terms of efficiency, creativity etc.). Santos et al. point out the importance
of highlighting the testing activities as ”a set of human dependent tasks,” therefore emphasizing the need for research within motivation [69]. They argue that five factors influences
the motivation of software testers: acquisition of useful knowledge during work, work variety, creativity in solving tasks, well-defined work with the precise sequence of steps, and
recognition of work. The authors highlight the last factor, which has a lasting impact on
the testers’ motivation as well as an increase in individual productivity and teamwork enhancement.
Deak et al. also report similar motivational factors [23], such as enjoying challenges, variety
of work, and recognition such as positive feedback received from both management and developers. Deak et al. also identified de-motivational factors, exemplified by time pressure,
delaying/sacrificing testing activities until the end of projects, lack of resources/planning resulting in inefficiency for testers, or lack of influence and recognition amongst the project.
Moreover, some of the participants mentioned the tedious routine of some testing activities
and the ”feeling of boredom” [23], which would furthermore increase the assumption that
the profession is unattractive. Kanji et al. also identified motivation as one of the factors
crucial in being an effective software tester [45]. However, their research focused more on
personality traits rather than motivations alone.

4.2.3

Personal Characteristics

While designers and programmers are constructive in the sense that they design and build
something, a tester’s job is destructive; they attempt to break the software constructed.
Kanji et al. argue that the effectiveness of a tester role is somehow related to their personality. The authors utilize theory from psychology in order to illustrate the personality
traits of software testers [46], which includes five factors: extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness to experience. Results from findings indicate
that testers have a significantly higher level in conscientiousness compared to other soft-
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ware engineering roles. Conscientiousness is closely related to discipline, hard-working,
and dedication. In a similar article, Kanji et al. [45] investigates factors affecting software
testers for practical testing. Most of the respondents answering the survey agreed that
dedication, thoroughness, interpersonal skill, and punctuality are essential qualities. In
addition, the researchers argue that dedication - which is closely related to traits like hard
work and responsibility - is partly innate but particularly important for software testers.
Furthermore, more than 90% of the respondents believed that good domain knowledge is
a must-have for an effective software tester - which is also supported by other researchers
[41, 55].
Itkonen et al. investigated what knowledge types testers utilized during exploratory software testing, and came up with three knowledge types. Besides domain knowledge, their
analysis revealed system knowledge (the act of knowing the system’s mechanisms, logic, interactions) and generic software engineering knowledge (knowledge of usability of the system and the ability to interpret error messages) as the three main knowledge types used.
Livonen et al. investigated the characteristics of high performing testers - characterized by
high defect detection rate, in addition to seen as important by managers and testers alike
[55]. They found four themes that are important: experience, ability to reflect, motivation,
and personality. Experience refers to implementation and domain knowledge, as well as
skill. Reflection entails the ability to maintain the big picture and allowing the tester to
prioritize important parts of the software. Motivation was seen as necessary as interviewees mentioned the efficiency of testing correlated with how motivated the testers were.
The most personal characteristics of high performing testers were thoroughness, carefulness, patience, and conscientiousness - which supports previously mentioned research.
Two studies focused purely on what soft skills are required for software testers [57, 26].
Matturro investigated what software companies in Uruguay required soft skills [57], 43 advertisements were analyzed and frequency distributed for soft skills within software testing. The results were that the majority of the ads asked for skills like communication
skills, teamwork, initiative, and eagerness to learn. Similarly, Florea et al. [26] analyzed
400 advertisements specifically for software testers across 33 countries. The most popular
traits asked were communication skills, analytical problem-solving skills, team-play, and
independent-working skills. Both articles suggest that there is a more definite need for
teamwork and communication skills, analytical solving skills, and pro-activeness. These
traits have also to some degree been confirmed by other researchers - Deak et al. [22] and
Livonen et al. [55],
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4.2.4

Miscellaneous

Other articles that did not fit any of the categories above are mentioned here. Salman
et al. conducted a controlled experiment on graduate students, intending to find out if
testers exhibit confirmatory behavior - also known as positive testing - when designing
functional test cases, and whether such behavior increased under time pressure. The findings resulted in the conclusion that confirmatory test cases were present regardless of time
pressure; it is therefore necessary to let testers develop self-awareness and increase their
dis-confirmatory attitude [67]. However, the graduates were merely limited to designing
the test cases and not executing them. It is possible that by executing the test cases themselves, the testers would gain a sense of accomplishment - thereby further motivated them
to design dis-confirmatory test cases - which may alter the results of the experiment.
Cavin assessed the viability of military veterans in becoming software testers by initiating a coursework program [14]. Findings show that most veterans possess human factors
that were aligned with the characteristics of a tester - such as communication, adaptability,
collaborative, persistent, and work ethic. Hernandez et al. investigated experience and the
challenges software testers faced in the automotive industry [36]. Motivation was a critical
mention, in addition to openness, friendly attitude, and communication skill - since collaboration with other (non-technical) department was needed. The most recurrent problems
found were: unrealistic project planning and estimation, reduced time to perform testing,
and late inputs in terms of software, hardware, or requirements. These results are on par
with findings from Deak et al. [23].
Going back to psychology, Goncalves identified three main human factors for software
testers. Cognitive, operational, and organizational [32]. Cognitive aspects include stress,
psychological pressure, retention of the information under mental workload subjection. Operational aspects include conflict, receptiveness, and monotony, whereas organizational aspects entail a lack of training, participation, and division of activities. In addition, the study
shows that professional testers faced many factors that are discouraging. Such as outdated
testing environment, demobilization, and devaluation of testing career, and often seen as
a mere extension of development. Likewise, Ekwoge et al. also identified three main categories affecting testers: cognition, conation, and affection [25]. Cognition refers to memory,
problem-solving, decision making. Conation includes impulse, desire, striving, which affects testers’ goals, motivation, and commitment. Affection elicits feelings and emotion,
influencing respect, team belonging, and social factors of a tester. Finally, Ekwoge et al.
also mentions that a tester’s job is often destructive but did not mention that the tester role
is related to individuals’ personality [46].
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5

Research Method

This section presents the type of research method I have chosen and the reasoning behind
it. I elaborate on the research design and plan for the thesis, and also present the process
of data collection and how data analysis was performed.

5.1

Qualitative Research

When conducting a study, it is important to consider which research method to use. There
are two main approaches to research, qualitative and quantitative. Qualitative research
methods focus on discovering and understanding things in their natural settings, as well as
the experiences and perspectives of individuals within that context. In anthropology and
sociology, it is commonly known as the Verstehen approach [59]. Robsen et al. [65] states
that research data gathered within this research spectrum are typically non-numerical, often in the form of words. The qualitative research process includes creation questions and
procedures, collecting data from a context-specific environment, data analysis, and the researchers’ interpretation of the data. The method of choice within this research category
includes observation, interviews, action research, and case studies. The second research
type is known as quantitative research, which attempts to maximize the generalizability
and replicability of findings [38] - often using methods such as surveys for the former and
experiments for the latter. Quantitative research methods may analyze causal relationships between variables, and data gathered within this research type are often numerical
and analyzable using statistical procedures in some sense [65].
The qualitative research approach seems to be the appropriate fit for this thesis. Robson and McCartan divides research design into two types, fixed and flexible design [65]. A
fixed design requires attentive planning of the design, which may consume considerable
time before data is collected, while a flexible design does not require fixed order of conduct
in advance and is liable to change as the study proceeds. As this study may have uncertainties tied to it, the flexible research design was therefore suitable. Flexible research design
is commonly used for qualitative approaches, such as case studies, ethnographic studies,
and grounded theory studies [65]. Additionally, Ritchie and Lewis state that the use of a
qualitative research approach aimed to understand human behaviors in their social and
material context [64], which further validates my use of this approach.

5.2

Grounded Theory

The term ’Grounded Theory’ first emerged in 1967 by Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss
[31]. It was developed in the context of the social sciences field and aimed to seek to create
a causal link from research to theories. Charmaz states that grounded theory consists of
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“systematic, yet flexible guidelines for collecting and analyzing qualitative data to construct
theories ’grounded’ in the data themselves” [16] - hence the name grounded theory. Charmaz also explains grounded theory’s nature to go iteratively back and forth between data
gathering and data analysis in order to emerge theories from data.
Since its introduction in 1967, grounded theory has gained popularity in research domains such as psychology and anthropology [19]. However, in recent times grounded theory
methodology has gained popularity within the field of informatics [37]. Hoda et al. suggest
that grounded theory is an appropriate research method in order to “explore the human
and social aspects of Software Engineering” [37]. This is due to several reasons. Firstly,
grounded theory allows for study of social interactions and investigating individuals’ behavior - how they interact with the environment around them. This is also agreeable by
Badreddin, stating that grounded theory is renowned for its suitability for analyzing human behavior [5]. Since my thesis strongly related to this, grounded theory seems to be
the preferable choice. Secondly, grounded theory is useful when studying a relatively little explored area [37]. Both literature reviews in previous sections show that there has
been limited research conducted concerning human factors in the field of software testing.
Thirdly, grounded theory allows for the generation of concepts and categories which would
make practitioners attentive [37] of the content.

5.2.1

Grounded Theory Procedures

There are main procedures for discovering, verifying, and formulating a grounded theory.
Note that these steps are not sequentially set in stone during the evolving phase of this
study, a significant difference between this type of analysis and other qualitative analysis
modes lies in the number of combinations between these procedures in order to develop a
sound theory [74]. According to Strauss, there are a total of 10 operations needed for a
grounded theory study. A brief explanation is given to each of them.
Grounded theory generates conceptual coding from a set of empirical indicators. These
indicators emerge in forms of interview transcriptions and documents regarding some actions and events described by the participants [74]. The researcher uses these indicators in
order to derive concepts from them. Strauss calls this concept-indicator model, and states
that grounded theory is based on such a model. Furthermore, grounded theory’s form of
data collection may be built on a diverse range of data types. According to Charmaz, these
include field notes, interviews, and information in records and reports [16]. Data collection
never entirely ceases because “coding and memoing continue to raise fresh questions that
can only be addressed by the gathering of new data or the examining of previous data” [74].
Coding is an essential procedure in grounded theory. It denotes the act of naming segments
of data - usually interview transcripts - with a small label that summarizes and accounts
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for each piece of data [16]. This process is the first step in transforming statements in data
into analyzable interpretations [74].
Generation of theories revolves around a core category. A core category should amount
for “most of the variation in a pattern of behavior” [74]. Its prime function is to integrate
theory and to render it dense and saturated as relationships are discovered. The iterative
nature of data analysis and data collection means that codes are categories are constantly
compared against each other, and emerging concepts from the study process. This constant
comparison ensures that codes can be refined in order to achieve the best fit for data [74].
Grounded theory also utilizes memos, a researcher’s informal reflection notes intending to
capture one’s own thoughts [31]. According to Charmaz, memos are useful for constructing analytic notes in addition to “give you space and place for making comparisons between
data and data, data and codes, codes of data and other codes, codes and category, and category and concept and articulating conjectures about these comparisons”. The motion of
theoretical sampling elicits concurrent decisions made by the researcher about data sampling and data analysis in order to develop the emerging theory for the next iteration [74].
Its purpose is to saturate - elaborate and refine existing categories until “no new properties
emerge”. Thus, one is able to, integrate, and sort the data accordingly in order to develop
theories.

5.2.2

Reflexive Thematic Analysis

The production of a ’full’ Grounded Theory is often demanding and requires larger research
projects that are not constrained by time and resources [9]. For the actual data analysis phase, I will, therefore, use reflexive thematic analysis - a somewhat lite version of
Grounded Theory with its feature of bottom-up and achievable saturation determined by
sample size [10, 11]. Thematic Analysis is a flexible qualitative data analysis approach aiming at identifying, analyzing, and reporting patterns (or themes) within qualitative datasets [11]. It is an umbrella term in the sense that there are different approaches to conduct
the data analytic process and not limited to one qualitative approach. I have chosen this
method of data analysis due to its strengths; its flexibility means there is no specific research design associated with Thematic Analysis. It is accessible to researchers with little
or no qualitative research experience, often more comfortable to learn and use compared
to other qualitative analytic methods [9]. The method is also very adaptable in terms of
the research question, methods of data collection, and sample size [10, 9], and just like
Grounded Theory - Thematic Analysis’ form of data collection may be built upon a diverse
range of data types, such as field notes, interviews, and information in records and reports
[16].
Braun and Clarke divides Thematic Analysis into three approaches, Coding reliability
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approaches, Code book approaches, and Reflexive approaches [11]. In coding reliability
and codebook approaches, data analysis is typically done through coding by multiple researchers with pre-defined codebook and reaching a consensus level of agreements. Thus,
these approaches indicate that data are allocated to pre-identified themes. Coding reliability and codebook approaches follow a scientific method, where researchers move from
theory to hypothesis, to evidence gathering [11]. Reflexive Thematic Analysis is commonly
inductive as the researcher’s subjectivity is often portrayed as a resource rather than an impediment [11, 81]. Themes in reflexive approaches are therefore not pre-defined but built
on top of the codes generated from the researcher’s interpretation of the data.
Similar to Grounded theory, Reflexive Thematic Analysis provides an iterative way for coding and offers flexibility in the sense that codes may evolve during the process [11]. As
an inductive approach is more common in Reflexive TA, it allows the coding to become
the building blocks for the themes/theory [9], which matches this thesis’ exploratory study.
Braun and Clarke defines six phases to conduct a reflexive thematic analysis [9]. I aim to
follow the framework as closely as possible.
Familiarization is the first phase occurring after an iteration of completed data collection.
The researcher becomes ’immersed’ in the data through reading and re-reading the textual
data, he/she may make casual notes about potential possibilities and connections between
the data gathered, the participant, and existing literature [9]. By ’knowing’ the data and
noticing things of interest, this phase can significantly help during the next stage.
The second stage is to attach clear labels to chunks of data in order to group them into
patterns and which exhibits similar phenomenons - coding. There are two broad orientations to coding [11, 81]. Inductive approach denotes working ’bottom-up,’ using the data as
a starting point to generate themes. This approach does not assume that the researcher
has no prior knowledge of the subject - rather, it signals a data-led analysis over one from
existing concepts or theories. Another approach is for researchers to analyze the data with
existing concepts, theories, and literature as foundations - a deductive approach. This approach is commonly used in coding reliability and codebook approaches, hence the usage of
a pre-defined codebook. Additionally, the researcher also needs to decide between coding
types - semantically or latently [11, 81]. Semantic (or descriptive) codes capture the explicit
meaning of the data. In contrast, latent (or interpretive) codes capture the implicit meaning
- ideas, concepts, meanings - which reside beneath the surface of the data and require the
researcher’s interpretive lens [9].
Through familiarization and coding, the researcher may begin to form and identify patterns. These patterns can then be used to generate themes. A theme consists of a set of
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data that exhibits similarities or overlaps each other, providing a patterned meaning of the
data [11, 81]. Developing themes is an active, iterative process, meaning themes may be
constantly replaced, refined, and rejected as the researcher analyses more data and furthermore, revises and defines them. Therefore, one should not get too attached to the prototype
themes created in the early stages of data analysis [11].
Review phase is a constant, iterative process. It advocates the researcher to ensure that
the data within a specific theme ’makes sense,’ and whether the themes have distinctive
boundaries from each other [11]. According to Willig and Rogers, reviewing makes sure the
themes “work well in relation to the coded data, the data-set, and answering the research
question” [81]. Braun and Clarke introduced thematic map, “a process of virtually exploring
potential themes and sub-themes, and connection between them” [11] that can be used both
when starting to generate themes and for reviewing them at a later date. Thematic maps
are useful for checking how themes fit together - whether they work well - and checking that
there is no overlap between them [81]. Defining themes helps with clarity and cohesion between the themes by renaming them so that each theme exhibits a core idea and meaning.
Both of these phases “ensure that themes, and theme names, clearly, comprehensively and
concisely capture what is meaningful about the data, related to the research question” [11].
Finally, producing the report lets the researcher rise ’above’ the analytic phase, and see
the big picture. The researcher connects all of his findings and notes with existing research
and literature on the topic in order to answer the research question [81]. This last phase
acts as the final test of “how well the themes work, individually in relation to the data-set,
and overall [11].

5.3

Data Collection

This thesis is based on the data collected through qualitative measures such as observation
and semi-structured interviews. Data collection was ensured to comply with Yin’s four principles of data collection [82]. Table 9 on the next page shows how I applied these principles
during my thesis.

5.3.1

Interviews

Interviews were conducted throughout the data collection period. These interviews provided a deeper insight into the interpersonal characteristics and behaviors of testers, seeing by the testers and other roles. According to Yin, interviews are to be considered ”guided
conversations rather than structured queries” [82]. Table 10 on page 30 shows the three
main categories of interview types. For my thesis, I have selected semi-structured interviews with the most appropriate type.
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Principle
Use Multiple Sources of Evidence

Create a Case Study Database

Maintain a Chain of Evidence

Exercise Care When Using Data
from Electronic Sources

My Approach
Observation, semi-structured interviews, and
conversations logs are used as data sources in order to achieve data triangulation and increase the
quality of this thesis.
Data collected are inserted into a qualitative data
tool for analysis. Relevant notes were also created, both analog and digitally.
Observations, and interviews were noted with the
place and time of the conduct. The data collected
were aggregated by type and date. Traceability
was also kept in mind during the coding of the
data. These measures were taken in order to increase construct validity of the information for
this thesis.
Data collected from electronic sources were scrutinized and kept in their contextual domain. If
possible, they were cross-checked using other
sources in order to assess their validity.

Table 9: Four Principles of data Collection

Semi-structured interviews offered to cover most of the relevant topics I was after, as well
as including certain flexibility such that additional information that may be relevant, could
be discussed further. Unstructured and structured interviews were not preferable, as the
former emphasized openness and the latter more on a structured form. I wished for a balance between the two. While keeping the discussion open was important, it was also focal
I did not lose sight of the objective during the interview. An interview guide was created
beforehand and followed as main guidelines for each interview (which can be viewed in Appendix B, C). Additionally, a report form was sent to the Norwegian Centre for Research
Data (NSD) asking for permission to conduct interviews - the report form was approved
without complications. Moreover, before the interview, the interviewees were given a written consent form with the information of the interview, the usage of the data, and their
commitment during the interview (see Appendix A). Interviewees were notified both orally
and in written form that they may withdraw from the interview at any time.
The interviews were allocated a time-slot of 45 minutes. However, the actual length of
each interview varied from participant to participant. The interviewees’ names were obfuscated in order to ensure full anonymity. A tape recorder was utilized in order to record the
interviews. The data were furthermore transcribed for data processing, saved, and linked
together with the corresponding participant. Using a tape recorder meant that I could focus
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Interview type

Explanation

Reasoning

Unstructured interviews

Does not contain pre-made
questions that are expected to
be asked to an interviewee. An
unstructured interview resembles a guided conversation between two individuals. The interviewer may probe the topic
area and come up with questions on the spur of the moment [20].

This was not suitable for
me as accurate, consistent information needed
to be extracted within a
specified time-frame.

Semi-structured
views

Adds a certain magnitude
of formality in contrast to
the above mentioned by introducing
predetermined,
open-ended questions and
predetermined orders in the
form of an interview guide.

Semi-structured interviews offers flexibility
as the interviewer may
ask additional questions emerging from the
dialogue [20].

Known for having little to no
wiggle room in terms of openmindedness [20]. These interviews are strict in terms
of questions and guidelines,
ensuring that all participants
provide the same data given
the same predetermined questions [30].

Some degree of openness needed to be incorporated due to the subject of this thesis, I have
therefore not chosen to
pick this interview type.

inter-

Structured interviews

Table 10: Interview Types
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more on the actual conversation-flow and ask the right follow-up questions instead of frantically taking notes. These were stored at a secure server. The interviews were conducted
in Norwegian - as such, so were the transcriptions. Citations taken from the transcriptions were, however, translated into English. They were ensured to convey semantically
the same as in Norwegian. Even though transcription was the most difficult part in this
process, I gained much insight and reflection on what has been said during the interviews.
Existing transcriptions also helped later on as I conducted more interviews, seeing how I
could connect the phenomenons from previous transcriptions even before coding.
It is worth noting that interviews were my primary source of data. The sources are members of a software service providing company - which are to be further elaborated in section
6.1 on page 37. These professionals have varying profession and years of experience. I felt
that it was important to gather data from non-testers, obtaining their perception of testers
in order to understand the complete picture for the study. These interviewees are all currently utilizing agile methodologies in their respective teams, and are listed as follows:

Interviewee software field
Software testing
Software testing
Software testing
Software testing
Software testing
Software testing
Software development
Software development
Software development
Software development
Software development
Interaction design
Interaction design

Work experience
7 months
1 year
4 years
6 years
3 years
11 years
1 year
1 year
2.5 years
2 years
10 years
1.5 years
4 years

Interview length
53 min
1hr 3 min
51 min
1hr 6 min
41 min
30 min
23 min
24 min
20 min
26 min
38 min
37 min
41 min

Table 11: Overview of the interviews

5.3.2

Observations

I was also fortunate to be allowed to observe the project in which one of the interviewees
is working at. Both the organization and the project context are given in section 6.2 on
page 37. Yin divides observation into two categories, direct observations and participantobservation [82]. Direct observation entails a passive observer within the environment,
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whereas in participant-observation, the observer can interact with the participants. Observations provide valuable data that complement interviews with specific individuals.
My observations were direct, since I tried to minimize my interaction with the team as
much as possible in order to minimize the external influence that may impact their everyday work behaviors. However, I was engaged in social discourse with the observed team
members, such as making small talks during lunch. Additionally, I became friends with
one of the testers and made small-talks during social events. Some information was categorized as useful, which were noted down at a later date and used in order to refine the
interview-guide.
I started observing the project from the 1st of November 2019 to January 2020. During
the time of observation, these ceremonies were present:
• Observation of meetings
• Non-participatory observation of daily work-flow and team interactions
• Observation in form of casual and formal interactions during work-hour and lunchhour
Observation of meetings includes daily stand-up, status meetings, and workshop ceremonies. During these meetings, I noted down the participant’s identities, their role within
the team/company if possible, the duration of the meeting, and the topics being discussed.
Additionally, I noted down who was acting as the facilitator, the behavior of the tester
during these meetings if present, and personal thoughts that arose both during and postmeetings. I categorized the meetings into different types and noted down the amount of
each.
During the work-day, I noted down the timestamp and points of interest should they occur
to me. Points of interest include conversations between the tester and another team member, a team member’s interaction with a tester, or when a tester asks another tester for
help. I also noted down what each participant in the team was doing, with a special focus
on the tester of the project. If nothing significant happens, I logged everyone’s status every
10 minutes.
When observing casual and formal interactions during the work-day, I followed the same
procedure as above - noting down the timestamp and the participants during the interaction. I also documented the topic that was discussed to the best of my abilities. During
lunch-hours, I was participating in small-talks, things that strike me as interesting were
noted down either in my laptop or in my notebook after the lunch break. All of these procedures stem from the observation protocols, which were constructed under the guidance of
my supervisor. The observation protocol can be viewed in Appendix D.
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Meeting type
Daily stand-up
Daily stand-up
Daily stand-up
Daily stand-up
Daily stand-up
Daily stand-up
Daily stand-up
Daily stand-up
Test status meeting
Test status meeting
Domain expert workshop

Participants
7
7
8
6
8
8
8
8
9
8
6

Length
8 min
12 min
12 min
8 min
11 min
14 min
15 min
17 min
27 min
38 min
2 hours 40 min

Table 12: List of Meetings Observed

5.3.3

Chat Software

Chat software was also used to extract additional support for the data collected through
observations and interviews, such as follow-ups questions or elaborations. The software
utilized is called Slack, a chat application aimed for business purposes. Data collected from
the logs were data deemed of relevancy and therefore were treated in the same way as data
collected through other means. Screenshots of the chat logs were saved and added into the
analysis tool NVivo.

5.4

Data Analysis

I attempted to follow the reflexive thematic analysis procedures as closely as I could. After
each transcript was done, I saw down and re-read each and one of them, occasionally taking
notes on interesting things. I also sat down and wrote notes shortly after each interview,
these notes - such as associated ideas, compelling remarks, and interesting quotes - stored
valuables that could have been quickly forgotten if not written at once. Furthermore, the
interview questions were iteratively refined to reflect on the previous participants’ answers.
During the initial stage of data collection, I focused mainly on questions that asked participants what he/she thought was desirable for a tester, then gradually used those answers
to look for common patterns and continually refined questions in order to probe for more
in-depth elaborations.
Before any themes could be established during this study, the raw data had to be processed
and analyzed. The data were grouped into different sections; interview transcriptions, observation notes - both passive and meeting-specific - and chat logs. I used NVivo 12 to do
most of the coding. NVivo is a Computer Assisted Qualitative Data Analysis Software [66]
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(abbreviated CAQDAS). The raw data were uploaded onto NVivo and processed. Braun
and Clarke mentioned two main coding approaches, selective coding and complete coding
[9]. With selective coding, the researcher only selects the data of a certain phenomenon
in which he is interested in analyzing. At the same time, complete coding codes all data
that could potentially be relevant towards the study, and then becomes selective towards
the later analytic process. I opted for a complete coding approach as using the other might
make me miss out on ’hidden’ phenomenons that have yet to emerge.
Though Clarke and Braun did not explicitly state the optimal coding technique for use
in conjunction with Thematic Analysis, I chose to follow Saldana’s descriptive coding technique [66]. The technique entails summarizing topics as a single word or a short phrase.
The descriptive coding technique is particularly suitable for beginner qualitative researchers,
and when the data are embedded in various forms, such as interview transcripts, field notes,
and documents. I constantly made folders, and kept my data as organized and systematic
as possible. Since the scope of this study is quite large, I had to be wary when naming the
codes. However, even when codes were quite varied, they may fall under the same umbrella
of a theme. Like Braun and Clarke stated: “A theme is like a wall or a roof panel of a house,
made up of many individual bricks (codes). Good code will capture one idea; a theme has
a central organizing concept, but will contain lots of different ideas or aspects related to the
central organizing concept” [9]. Towards the end of coding, I had a total of (around) 120
codes and sub-codes. Some of the codes described a similar phenomenon, but with a small
variety. Throughout my data collection and analysis phase, I continuously went through
each and one of my codes, grouping and renaming them in different ways whenever possible, and deleting the ones that did not make sense. I ended up with 95 codes and sub-codes
in total. Figure 6 shows an example of how the raw data was processed into a code, and
then allocated to a theme.

5.5

Validity

In qualitative research, it is imperative to assess the degree of soundness and cogency of a
study [82]. In other words, the validity of the research must be explained and examined.
There are multiple threats when conducting a qualitative research [82]. Both Yin [82] and
Robson [65] identifies four types of validity. construct validity, internal validity, external
validity, and reliability. Each particular explanation can be found below. Section 8.12 on
page 73 explains how I took these validity’s into concern, and aims to convince the reader
that the trustworthiness of the results are sound, and minimal participant (and researcher)
bias have been upheld.
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Figure 6: Example of how data was Coded

5.5.1

Construct Validity

Construct validity refers to how well a study measures its claimed construct. It concerns
whether the study has been affected by the researcher’s subjective judgment [82]. According
to Yin, Multiple sources of evidence, letting key informants review draft case study report are
tactics that can be used in order to increase construct validity of a study [82].

5.5.2

Internal Validity

Internal validity aims to evoke the causal relationship between the treatment and the outcome [65], ensuring that the findings of the research is valid ’internally’ to the specific
research. According to Robson, common threats to internal validity includes ’history’, labeled by Campbell and Stanley [65]. History refers to something that may happen at the
same time as the investigation - which may interfere with the interpretation of the causal
relationship between the treatment and the outcome [82].

5.5.3

External Validity

External validity, also known as generalizability, refers to whether the study’s findings are
generalizable beyond the contextual setting of the case study [82]. For case study, special
attention is recommended for analytic generalization - that is, striving for generalizable
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findings and ”going beyond the setting for the specific case or experiment that had been
studied” [82].

5.5.4

Reliability

Reliability entails that if a researcher at a later date conducts the same study using the
same procedure, the individual should arrive at the same findings and conclusions [82].
Yin states that case study follows an analogous logic and that the case study should reflect
either a literal replication - where one predicts a similar result, or a theoretical replication
- where one predicts conflicting results, but for anticipated reasons [82]. Reliability is,
therefore, a concern for the case study due to its complexity for replication.
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6

Research Context

In order to get an adequate understanding of the findings that resulted from this thesis, it
is principal to be aware of the research context in which the study took place. This chapter
presents the contexts, such as a brief description of the organization and the project permitted to observe, as well as the team structure and team members’ roles in the project. The
elaboration serves to inform the reader well enough to understand the findings presented
in section 7 on page 44.

6.1

The Organization

The primary source of my data, the interviews, were gathered from professionals working
for the same company, which I refer to as Software Service Providing Company. The Software Service Providing Company is a medium-sized company with over 500 employees in
Norway, Denmark, Kyiv, and Bratislava. The company offers expertise within project management, software testing, software development, interaction design, maintenance, security. In Norway, Software Service Providing Company possesses over nine software testers
who are spread across different projects.

6.2

The Project

I was also permitted to observe a project in which one of the tester-interviewees is currently
employed to. The project takes place in a customer-organization (now referred to as Sierra)
prominent within the financial sector. The organization consists of over 1000 employees in
Scandinavia and has focused, among other things, on automotive financing, sales financing, and loans. Sierra employs professionals, which assists Sierra in software development,
maintenance, and innovation of services. The project consists of one team of professionals,
all hired from Software Service Providing Company, working on multiple projects simultaneously.
The conventional single product-development was not at the center of attention within this
case. Instead, the group of professionals works as a ’Concurrent Integration Team.’ Seeing
how the technical architecture of Sierra is modular, the team was therefore working with
the integration of different projects with different systems across Sierra. The group had
two main projects in focus. Project One entailed information extraction, which is used at a
governmental level. Exemplified, if a governmental entity requests information regarding
an individual, the - result from the completion of the project - will extract all relevant information about the specific individual. The team was therefore required to integrate several
systems in order to achieve the functionality. A simplified illustration of the project can be
seen in Figure 7 on the next page, where the team works on the Sierra External Service.
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Figure 7: Simplified Technical Structure of the Project
Although Project One was heavily prioritized, the team was also working on Project Two.
Project Two was similar in the sense that several systems also need to be integrated, hence
the name ’Concurrent Integration Team’. Project Two entails automating the process of
information exchange between a consumer loan and a national register. This process is
currently done manually and tediously. Project Two, therefore, served to ease the tedious
process through automation, saving resources and time.

6.2.1

The Team

The team numbered in a total of eight team members. As the projects are mainly integration and maintenance, there were no typical UX-designers or a dedicated business analyst
member within the team. Four members were performing testing activities, and four are
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conducting development tasks. It is worth noting that the team members were halfway distributed, since they were divided into two locations. Half the team was located at Sierra’s
headquarters, while the other half sat together in Kyiv. Note that obfuscated names have
been provided to each of the team members.
Name
Amelia
Vanessa
Eugene
Alice
Adam
York
David
Robert

Role
Functional architect / technical test-lead
Test-coordinator
Architect / tech-lead
Test automation engineer
Test automation engineer
Developer
Developer
Developer

Location
Sierra HQ
Sierra HQ
Sierra HQ
Distributed
Distributed
Distributed
Distributed
Distributed

Table 13: Team Members, Their Roles, and Their Placement
The person of interest within this case is Vanessa, since during my time of observation,
Amelia acted more as a functional architect rather than a test-lead. However, she also
performed testing tasks from time to time. Observing Alice, Adam, York, David, and Robert
would prove to be infeasible due to the extensive distance between the team-member and
myself. Concerning work experience, both Amelia and Eugene worked on both projects for
over two years. In contrast, Vanessa is a graduate that arrived in March, and one of the
reason why Vanessa sat next to Amelia. Figure 8 on the following page shows the seating
structure of the team during my time of observation. The figure shows an open office area
divided into two, one for externally hired professionals and another for Sierra’s employees.
The team sits together with other professionals from the same Software Service Providing
Company, but who are working on different projects. Sierra workers’ area consists mainly
of technicians, some with excellent technical knowledge with the databases seen in figure
7 on the previous page, which fostered increased communication between Vanessa’s team
and Sierra workers. Every day around 09:05, Vanessa’s team went into the meeting room
and, with the help of Microsoft Teams, performed the daily stand-up together with the rest
of the team members.

6.2.1.1

Responsibilities

During my observation, I got to know most of the team members’ everyday tasks with some
exception to the developers. The responsibilities of each team member varied a lot, but were
sometimes also overlapping. Even though the team does not have a project leader, Amelia
seemed to have assumed the role as everyone respects her decision and values her input.
Amelia’s work included inspecting the functional architecture, and devise potential areasof-failure within systems - these are noted down as descriptions for Vanessa. Vanessa’s
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Figure 8: Sierra Seating area
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primary everyday task was to create test-cases based on Amelia’s descriptions. However,
she also needed to check if the descriptions were correct (i.e., validating potential assumptions and verifying potential failures occurring in specific modules). Secondly, since Vanessa
is a graduate recently arrived in March, she also had to spend a lot of time learning about
the domain, due to her inexperience compared to the rest of her team members, who have
worked on the project for over two years.
During my time of observation, Vanessa spent a significant amount of time inspecting
the technical aspects and understanding the business domain knowledge. Seeing as how
Amelia possesses more experience in both technical and domain knowledge, she acted as
a mentor for Vanessa. It was observed that the two communicated a vast amount during
work hours. At regular intervals, Vanessa asked Amelia both technical and domain questions. Additionally, when Vanessa found a bug, she forward it to Amelia, who investigated
it further before registering it on the board.
Eugene’s responsibilities lied in being an architect with the technical overview. He spends
lots of time understanding the technical architecture of different systems. Additionally,
Eugene acts as a tech-lead for the distributed developers by assisting them, such as performing code reviews and replying to technical questions. Furthermore, he took upon the
most challenging and complicated tasks, such as overhauling the data access technology
used in one of the projects. Both him and Amelia also spent considerable time in meetings,
such as feasibility meetings and weekly meetings with team leaders for the different systems that needed to be integrated. As for the distributed team members, their everyday
tasks were less detailed, seeing how I was not able to observe them. However, small talks
during lunch with Vanessa and Amelia disclosed some everyday task that Alice and Adam
are performing. The test automation engineers’ job was to automate all the test-cases created by Vanessa. Therefore, Alice and Adam had more contact with Vanessa than the rest
of the team members.

6.2.2

Processes

The team’s development process was mostly agile, using Kanban’s development methodology combined with some of Scrum’s ceremonies. However, according to the team members,
there were times when the team was forced to work with a waterfall development process.
The development process was, therefore, a combination of agile/waterfall, depending on the
state of the projects. During my observation, however, the team was only utilizing agile
development methodology. From my observation and discussion with the team members,
it appears that the agile approach occurred most of the time when a Product Backlog Item
(PBI), usually in the form of a user story, appear on the board, Amelia and Eugene creates
development task and a corresponding testing task. As soon as the PBI is complete - mean41

ing both the tasks are marked as developed and confirmed tested - the team releases a new
increment. The team operated in the sense that there are no time-boxed sprints but works
preferably continuously as backlog items appear. If an update is required for a PBI, the
team members will merely add a new task on it, as there is no need to go through a long
process of re-evaluation. Also, each working test-case is automated by Alice and Adam,
thus enhancing agile development by automation-as-they-go.

6.2.2.1

Daily Stand-up Meetings

The daily stand-up meetings were held every day at 09:00. All of the three questions - as
presented in Section 2.1.1 on page 4 - were asked during the meeting. During my observations, it was noted that these meetings’ purposes were to update team members on each
other’s progression and to bring up problems with regards to specific fields. On average,
the meetings lasted from five to ten minutes and rarely reached the 15 minutes mark. The
meeting was conducted online using Microsoft Teams and video-chat, so everyone was able
to get real-time contact with each other.

6.2.2.2

Test-status Meetings

Test-status meetings were held on a bi-weekly basis. Not every team member was included
during these meetings, Vanessa and Amelia were the ones participating from the integration team. Testers joined Test-status meetings from different projects. The purposes of
these meetings were to establish coordination through communication between projects in
Sierra. Each member was able to report on their current test status in their projects, and
discuss any issues they are currently facing. Additionally, testers could ask other testers for
help. It was observed that during one of the test-status meetings, one tester asked Amelia
for assistance with regards to integration testing. Furthermore, these meetings proved to
be useful for developing potential countermeasures against common problems. I observed
a discussion regarding the common test-environment used by all projects, as the projects
are partly dependent on each other, each needs to make sure that data are correct and not
manipulated by others during their respective testing.

6.2.2.3

Feasibility Meetings

Since the integration team’s main objective is to integrate most of Sierra’s systems, they
do not have one single product owner and instead, receive feature requests from many
different business divisions in Sierra. Feasibility meetings are, therefore, ubiquitous within
the team. These meetings - or rather, discussions - often consist of only Amelia and Eugene,
since the two have the most experience and insights. The two evaluate feature requests if it is feasible, Amelia creates a PBI in the backlog with a technical description of possible
solutions.
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6.2.2.4

Sprint Planning and Retrospective Meetings

The abnormality with this case was the absence of sprint planning and retrospective meetings, the team had neither of those. The lack of sprint planning meetings was due to several
reasons. First, the integration team had no product owner. The team, therefore, had a high
level of autonomy and was self-governing. Most tasks that appear on the board were tasks
that have been approved during the feasibility meeting. Secondly, the team felt like sprint
planning meetings were unnecessary due to the effectiveness of daily stand-up meetings providing a good overview of prioritized assignments. With a specific product owner omitted, the team, therefore, saw no point in having sprint planning meetings. Nevertheless,
retrospective meetings have been discarded by the team. One of the team members remarked that the team was not too glad about it, the team is not “in the mood” to talk about
what it has been doing good, what can be done better, and discussing the current work
process. It seemed that the team possessed an ’if there is work, it works’ kind of mindset.

6.2.3

Tools

The integration team was using several tools to increase the effectiveness of their work,
with the most notable being Microsoft’s Azure DevOps. With the team being most proficient
in technical aspects, Azure DevOps offered an excellent platform for coordination between
team members and across different fields - ensuring consistent overview over backlog items
on the visual board between members. Additionally, its integrated version control system
and test-plan capabilities allowed developers to become more intertwined with the testers.
The team also utilized Microsoft Teams for communication between Sierra HQ’s members
and the distributed ones. The use of such a tool made it easier to coordinate with the
addition of video chats.
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7

Results

This section presents the results found during the data collection and analysis stage. Note
that a theme could have several sub-themes; as such, a thorough explanation is given to
each. It is also noteworthy to mention that some themes are mentioned more often than
others from the data, these are not any less essential or insightful since frequency does not
determine value [9]. Because interviews, especially semi-structured ones, generate fluid
and flexible data, it is thus possible to end up with data variation. Part of the findings presented here are in line with my preliminary results reported in Paruch et al. [61] (Appendix
E), while others have emerged from further data analysis.

7.1

Human Factors

This section describes the human factors as perceived by the professionals both working as
software testers, and with software testers. Human factors here refers to the ’interpersonal’
skills that are applicable to any type of job (e.g. being structured, or creative). Note that
it is possible for other skills than the ones described here to appear; the factors presented
here are the ones that have emerged upon analyzing my current data-set. These findings
are mainly backed up with citations and statements from the software professionals.

7.1.1

Adaptable

Adaptable is the ability for a person to be flexible, respond quickly to change, and adapt to
changing work conditions. Three testers mentioned that one has to adapt to oneself following the current situation quickly. One commented: “Yes, it can sometimes be as early as after
I looked over my tasks and feel ready to start, someone would pat me on the shoulder and say
that I have to do something else”, another said: “We work with prioritization, when an item
of high priority is incomplete from the developers’ side, I’ll start to work on something with
medium (priority). However, often the developers finish before I get to complete the testing on
that item, so I have to drop it and start testing on the other one (with high priority)”.
It was further observed that Vanessa from the project often had this issue. She often mentioned that since she was newly qualified, the constant context-switching proved to be quite
challenging to keep up with the rest of the team since testers were often the ones that had
to deal with both domain-specific tasks and testing the technical aspect of the system. Since
she sat together with a more experienced tester, I observed that Vanessa frequently asked
questions regarding both knowledge types. Out of all testers interviewed, three commented
on the importance of adaptability in correlation with agile software development, stating
that this trait was somewhat less of a focus on sequential projects.
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According to the majority of professionals, being adaptable was a needed trait due to the
constant changes happening in agile environments. During the interview with Vanessa, she
said “I think this is sort of the highlight of someone who is working agile, the fact that one
can quickly ’switch’ between things and the fact that one has sufficient control so that it does
not take long to adapt something different”. When asked the ones who also have worked
sequentially in prior times, the participants preferred the agile way of working. One experienced tester noted that agility improved the team’s effectivity, but he had to learn to
switch between assignments quickly.

7.1.2
7.1.2.1

Good Communication Skills
Friendliness and Constructive Feedback

During the interviews, all testers stated they were the ones who had to report bugs to the
rest of the team; this led to the testers having to adapt friendliness and constructive feedback during their work. All software testers mentioned that the two are essential behaviors.
For example, one participant mentioned that “I was on a project a few years back where I
sat next to the developers. When I found a bug, I stood up and walked towards them with a
friendly smile”. Constructive feedback means that the testers focused purely on what went
wrong and not whose fault it was, all testers stated that this was important to possess. One
tester exemplified: “Whenever I find a bug, I go to the developer in mind and ask him if it is
supposed to be like that. I try not to point any fingers because that is never pleasant for anyone, and it’s not appreciated”. As for non-tester participants, an interaction designer and
a developer had the common conception that testers need to be empathetic and positive.
They both mentioned that testers should not irritate themselves over the fact that things
do not work as supposed to and be positive even during ’dark’ times for the team.

7.1.2.2

Meticulous Bug Reports

In addition to being friendly and giving constructive feedback, all testers mentioned that
they gave detailed information regarding bug reports. Each one described their procedure
as describing what went wrong, the expected result and actual result, and the steps they
took to reproduce it. This was particularly observed with Vanessa, which during the interview she stated: “I’m very heedful (when it comes to reporting bugs), since we have so many
services, I usually write which service it applies to, which method, what type of test-data so
that they (developers) can reproduce the bug. Then I write expected result, actual result, and
the problem itself as an extra sentence”
Two of the testers liked to be especially diligent when trying to report a bug. One of them
said “...I always try to find whether it is a specific scenario or not. If it’s a specific scenario,
then I’ll attach the user with the specific test-data. If not, then I try to generalize as much
as possible like all user’s with this type of insurance receive this error...”. The second tester
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said that she also tries to generalize and make certain of the bug’s coverage; “you are supposed to try and reproduce the bug several times with different test-data before you tell and
developers. If not, then you’ve perhaps found a bug that only happens once in a while, and
you don’t know why...”
One software tester liked talking to the developers after finding a bug, not for reasons
stated above - but rather, to see if it is solvable without spending time logging it on the
respective digital task board “..because it may be so that the bug can be fixed without much,
so I don’t have to spend much time to register a bug”. Others have noticed the testers’ systematic ways of reporting bugs. One interaction designer said that the tester in her team
does things very methodically, “He is very analytical, he will often find a concrete example
of a scenario with the bug, I understand immediately what the fault is and what he’s talking about, so he is very communicative”. Three developers mentioned similar phenomenons
exhibited by testers interviewed. They experienced and preferred testers to be as much
descriptive as possible.
A developer expressed his frustration for former testing-colleagues not giving enough detailed information. He stated: “In prior times, the testers just attached a screenshot of something, I couldn’t understand where they’ve clicked, what they’ve done, what kind of data
they’ve used...”. However, when prompted the question to another developer, he mentioned
that it is context-dependent; “It varies from project to project. If we have a one-pager of a
website, then it does not need to write ’enter the website’ because we know that everything is
on the site. However, in big, complex systems, details become very important - because of the
more details, and easier it is for me to understand where the fault is coming from”

7.1.2.3

Provide Information, ask for Additional

There have been several occurrences of mentioning that testers need to be good at asking
for additional information. A tester mentioned that “...if the specification is too vague and
we find that there can be many different ways to interpret it, then often I’m the one who has to
go ask the ones who wrote the specification and find out what exactly do they mean, because
I’m the one who specifies concrete requirements to the developers”. A developer expressed
that it was important for testers to ask about commodities and try to find out how things
work; “They are very active in meetings and ask questions about functionalities and what
they need to find out about in order to set up test-scenarios”. Although this was not necessarily observed in Vanessa, she often asked information to Amelia. The reasoning came up
during the interview; “It might have something to do with my personality type, but I don’t
feel so confident. I feel like I ask stupid questions - and then I’m rather not asking. I’m working with myself to take more space and become confident to ask questions on things I really
don’t understand...”. During my period of observation, I saw Vanessa gradually improving
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her confidence by becoming more active during meetings, asking questions to customers,
and relying a bit less on Amelia.
The majority of the testers mentioned that they communicate, mostly and rigorously, with
the developers. Two testers mentioned that they talk mostly with developers because they
are the ones requiring additional information while fixing the bugs. The ability to provide
more information in an understandable, coherent way was therefore essential. One of the
two testers noted that the bug described by ’business’ staff are not always very detailed;
“...we have many testers from the business aspect, and it varies how good they are at describing. I often need to add additional information so that the developers don’t have to engage
in dialogue with them”. As of the case study, I observed that other workers from the organization Sierra often came to Vanessa for help due to not knowing where to find test-data
and the different interoperability between core-systems. In addition, Vanessa often asked
Amelia for the root cause of a bug. Amelia spent lots of time investigating the bug before
relaying the information to Vanessa.

7.1.2.4

Introversion and Extraversion

One developer noted his perception between the two professions. Whereas developers are
more introverts, testers are - at least more than developers - extroverts. This statement
was somewhat supported by one of the interaction designers, who said “if there is a developer that’s maybe a bit introverted and not so fond of communicating, then in my mind,
that person shouldn’t be a tester. Because a tester is supposed to be a middle-man, asking
for information and clarifying things and not as much to create and produce than control
and discuss - a tester doesn’t only sit with his assignment, their assignments come from developers and designers’ backlog. A tester should act as a scaffold around the team”. Yet, it
was interesting to note that a different developer commented otherwise: “The testers are
not very full of initiative during meetings and work-hours, I have a feeling that they are
very introverted - I think it’s because they feel like they’re not ’developers’ and can’t have a
say in how things should be done”. Nevertheless, another interaction designer mentioned
something in between; “He (the tester) is not extrovert, nor an introvert. He is somewhere in
between. I know that he enjoys being alone at home or playing board games with his closest
friends. However, he is very professional during work and meetings, and you can’t notice
that he is an introvert. He is very flexible and adapts himself in a situation”

7.1.2.5

Bridging the Gap Among the Team

Even though the majority of the testers mentioned that they were the middle-man of the
team - bridging the gap between mostly interaction designers and developers - one tester
explicitly mentioned an example where she was able to bring the teamwork from a minimum to functional: “When I arrived, the team dynamic was pretty bad. There were almost
no communication across professions except for times when it was necessary”. She men47

tioned how she worked as a middle man, trying to convey the designers’ requests and ideas
into something more concrete to the developers, and how she managed to convey developers
technical jargon to something comprehensible to designers. Over time, each party became
more comfortable with her as the middle-man, and she was able to conduct meetings with
one from each profession; “...eventually I got them into the same room, and it went great.
They became way more conscious of each other. Designers’ idea of only using 15 minutes to
implement a single button were not possible, as it turns out the developers will have to make
a whole lot of changes, which could result in 20 hours of work just to create a new button”.

7.1.3

Detail-oriented

In addition to giving detailed information regarding bugs, it became clear that being attentive to detail was important for software testers. Majority of the testers mentioned
possessing this trait themselves, and that it is focal to have in their line of work. One tester
stated that he possesses a considerable amount of small details on things he’s worked on,
to the point where he gets dragged into several meetings well beyond his line of profession. In general, the non-tester professionals voiced that having such a trait is determinant
for a tester to become successful. Every professional voiced that testers were very detailoriented and used the trait to improve the product at a great pace. There are mainly two
common phenomenons; detail-oriented in the sense of user experience, and in the sense of
technicalities.

7.1.3.1

Detail-oriented in Terms of User-experience

Both interaction designers stated that their tester has helped them spot user-experience
faults that the respectively overlooked. One of them mentioned: “I remember he went
through an old application, he began to carefully read the text that was there. I thought
we were pretty attentive on death insurances - the fact that someone needed to report it when
a person dies. He tested the whole process and made me aware of the text; it wasn’t pleasant
in a highly sensitive situation. So yeah, he is very aware of details”. The second interaction
design mentioned that her colleague has very good knowledge within the domain “...as a
designer, you’re also supposed to click through the system and try out stuff. But often, it
is the tester that discovers something weird. Like this one time where she came to me and
said ’I clicked through this and this, but they are actually the opposite of each other and it
shouldn’t be possible to click both at the same time (in this domain)’.

7.1.3.2

Detail-oriented in Terms of Technicalities

Like the designers, the developers perceived that testers need to be detail-oriented. One
developer stated that the best testers have this trait without exception, since they notice
the ’small-things’ that no one else sees. Another developer stated that they are very detailed
in terms of logic; “...this is why I love working with them, because they pick up things that we
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don’t see, and things we haven’t even thought of. They inform us that ’this is wrong’ and ’this
wouldn’t work because of this method and this module’, very logical individuals...”. This was
similar to the third developer’s remark, stating that one of the biggest benefits of testers
is that they are able to deduce things the developers haven’t thought of, and “...spot things
earlier than us if we were to discover it, and that makes us more prepared.”. Nevertheless,
one of the developers stated that it gave them a feeling of psychological safety if a tester is
present during development; “If it’s a complex, tangible product, then it is really nice to have
a tester next to you. It gives me reassurance in the form of ’okay, he confirms that everything
I do is correct. Then it’s very likely that what I’m doing is correct”

7.1.4

Creative

Both designers mentioned that their testers are very creative, and suggests that testers
need to be creative. One of them stated that the tester is creative in the sense that he continually tries new combinations on things that could go wrong, mainly because even though
tedious and unique faults occur, they can still occur after release. She stated that the tester
was also very creative regarding problem-solving, such as suggesting several alternative
ways that could resolve obstacles. The second designer stated that her colleague is very
much the same, and tries to find unique faults. She recalled one time when the tester noted
a problem in the user interface because the tester made up a persona with 52 insurances
(this was an application within finance and insurance), a highly unlikely scenario - but still
needed in order to ensure that the product is “idiot-proof”. Furthermore, she stated that
a creative mind is what makes testers valuable; “...one finds strange things and loopholes
by being creative. This is very much appreciated from a tester because we (non-testers) have
’tunneled’ ways of testing, there are many non-testers that test precisely how it’s supposed to
be used, meaning we’d only test the system’s behavior when we do things right”
When it came to the developers, there were mixed opinions on whether testers were behaving creatively. Out of the five developers interviewed, two were quite uncertain whether
testers needed to be creative - one of them stated testers should ’think outside the box,’
but countered that technical people are quite creative in general. The second developer
was unsure if creativity was needed to be able to get into testing. However, he stated that
testers might need to be able to find creative test-scenarios to test things out of the ordinary. One developer did not see any correlation between creativity and tester, however
stating that neither developer nor testers were known for creativity. The two remaining
developers expressed strongly that creativity was a central factor for testers to possess.
One of them mentioned that both developer and tester should be creative, but in different
ways, “On the developer side, I reckon it’s more how one constructs together things. While for
the tester, it’s more like ’how can I find ways to destroy the system?”. The second developer
mentioned that being creative was more important for a tester to possess than a developer,
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mainly because of the difference in the profession: “As a developer, you receive a business
requirement. Your job is to only fulfill those requirements. You can have a creative process
where you construct the architecture, choose frameworks etc. But in the end, you’re fulfilling
a requirement. Testers are supposed to test a system that’s going to work 100%, and there
could be so many anomalies. So a creative tester is most likely more important to have in a
team, than a creative developer”
All the tester professionals stated that being creative was necessary for the profession.
One participant mentioned the importance of creativity in finding strange bugs; “I’ve managed to find weird bugs by being creative, such as mid-way force shutdowns and performing
unusual process-sequences. One has to test like that because the users are always creative”.
She also stated that even though one can think logically and see the flow throughout the
product by being structured, creativity is needed in order to allow one test the abnormalities during the flow. Another brought-up that this was why being a tester was fun, because
of the destructive mindset that entails the effort to try and destroy the system as much as
possible and do things in unusual ways that the customer would not have done. A third
tester stated that even though creativity can help find weird bugs, it can be so unique that
the team does not bother fixing it; “I daresay I use a lot of creativity to the point that I was
told ’the bug you’ve reported, it is so specific that it only affects one specific customer during
a leap year, so we’re not going to fix it’. He also mentioned that it is not always he gets to
use his creativeness, mainly due to time pressure. The participant stated that some of the
bugs found post-testing could have been found during the QA stage, if only he would have
time to think or toyed with it more; “There isn’t always enough time, so I have to focus on
getting the most important pieces to work, and then deliver it to the business analysts to test”
Three of the testers stated that their projects had considerable leeway, both them and the
team were highly autonomous to a certain degree. One tester remarked that projects with
considerable leeway can allow creativity to flow and enhance ways of testing things. However, she also stated that in order to become creative, one needs to have enough knowledge
both from the customer’s field and the technical aspect; “...because if you don’t know it, then
it’ll be hard for you to be creative. You need to understand the domain, know enough about
domain-knowledge and technical-knowledge in order to open the doors to creativity”

7.1.5

Curious

Most of the testers admitted that they are very curious and eagerly to learn when it comes
to meeting the unknown. One stated that continually learning new things is his passion.
Another commented: “I think it is super important as a tester if you’re eager and possesses
a wish to learn. I think acquiring domain-knowledge quickly and uses it...It goes without
saying that the more you know, the better you can conduct testing”. Furthermore, he voiced
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that his eagerness has helped somewhat with the customers’ relation. He reasoned that it
made him ask ’stupid’ questions during meetings, such as “I’m not familiar with that, can
you tell me more about it? Is this something we need to test?”. In this way, he stated that the
customer perceived him as committed, which became more accepted towards testers. The
tester mentioned that one of his characteristics is that he is a quick-learner; this made him
the go-to man for the rest of his team. He is also very inclined to share knowledge to others;
“I focus a lot on learning others my domain-knowledge and testing, and it gets noticed. It’s
not the fact that they panic when I’m not at work, but rather everyone works much better
when I’m here. You contribute in a way to build everyone else up and not making yourself a
bottleneck”
One tester stated that she learned the most through observation and practical experience.
She felt that although literature gave her an idea of how things should be done, it became
more concrete as she received actual hands-on experience during work. Another tester revealed during the interview that he wanted to start doing security-testing, but was unsure
about where to start. His willingness lead him back to becoming a student when he was
made aware that the University of Oslo held a practical course regarding ethical hacking. The tester stated that the course helped immensely with deepening his technological
knowledge. Furthermore, after the course, he gained pointers on specific areas that he
wanted to improve and continually learned new techniques. This similar behavior was also
found on Vanessa, who wished to develop skills to be able to perform penetration testing.
Throughout my observation, it became known that she willingly took contact with specialists within the subject and received both literature and a pointer on a sandbox website
aimed specifically at trying out penetration-testing. She stated that it is very important
for testers to continually willing to learn as the software testing theory does not completely
reflect the practical world; “I feel like I’m learning something new all the time, and I have
never gotten any training in how to write test-cases either, so I’ve acquired the knowledge
through experience”. She also mentioned that learning domain-knowledge within the financial sector was challenging, but because the more she got into it, the more intrigued she
became, and thus the more curious she was in finding out how the financial aspects worked.
In a similar sense, all testers have or are currently coaching junior testers voiced that
junior testers need to be eager to learn new things, and through practical experience if
possible. All participants explained that they would show the juniors on how something is
done in their own way, and then encourage the junior testers to perform their own testing
tasks often through a trial-by-error trajectory. For example, one tester noted “I usually sit
together with them and say: ’okay, here is some test-cases I have written. I can walk you
through the first one, feel free to ask any questions’, then I’ll ask them to write the next testcase. Finally, I’ll tell them to write some without my supervision”. He also stated that this
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was a way to challenge themselves: “I’d ask them: ’is there something you think could go
wrong? Are there any other test-cases you can think of? Should we talk to a domain-expert
if you’re unsure?’ In a way to challenge them to a certain degree so that they are used to this
way of working”.
As for non-testers, one developer touched upon the subject. He stated that an excellent
tester should always be curious; “For example, if I say ’we also have to test the APIs.’ A
good tester would admit that API-testing isn’t something familiar, and would request half
an hour get more insight in it”. The developer mentioned that it was always better for a
tester to spend some time and come prepared to meetings instead of not knowing what to
do even after the information was received.

7.1.6

Structured

As for being structured, professionals voiced that testers should be organized and structured - more so than any other professions in a development team, according to some.
During the interviews, all testers disclosed that they are very structured - not only during work hours but also in general. The majority of testers remarked that they usually
note everything down to checklists, notes, or in their calendars. One tester stated that she
cannot function without structure and that she is not spontaneous at all, and mentioned
that writing things down helped her organize and has even managed to catch small details
that proved to be significantly important. Another voiced her usual course-of-action when it
comes to planning and being structured; “Every Friday, I look at the calendar to see what’s
happening next week. Also, once a month, I look through the whole calendar for the next
month so that I can plan and leave some room for unexpected meetings”. A third tester commented that he always write down notes, to-do lists, and checklists, similar findings were
also found from both interaction designers and one developer regarding their colleagues.
The third tester voiced that even though he is a structured person, he can often be easily distracted and forgetful. The same tester also stated in order to succeed as a tester;
one has to be structured; “...Even if one performs exploratory testing - through just playing
around - if you’re not structured, then it’s possible that you’re not able to describe the steps
you performed when you have found a bug or even catch some small mistakes. If you’re just
exploring without being structured, then I don’t think you can retrace your steps. So, in
my opinion, all testers must be structured”. During my time of observation, I noticed that
Vanessa wrote down a lot of notes and placed each work-activity in her calendar. She also
wrote down a lot of notes during each meeting. When prompted, she told me that she wrote
about key-points from the meetings and began to see how she could relate the content per
her testing work. She told me that she always wrote things down in order to have some
guideline or serve as future references that always could prove to be useful.
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Most of the developers perceived that testers need to be more structured than them. The
common justification is that developers do not have the same responsibilities as testers.
One developer said that it is not a crisis for developers if they are not structured, it just
means that they may sub-optimally implement the features. At the same time, for testers,
it was more critical to check that things work well. Another developer stated: “For me, it’s
easy to move some files here and there or write a bunch of code. But for a tester, it is important that absolutely all steps must be reviewed and...testers are supposed to be the devil’s
advocate and point at details I’ve overlooked”. A third developer remarked how the project
became much, much more organized and structured when testers arrived. He mentioned
that the project lacked both concrete work process and had vague requirement specifications, in addition to lots of things not being documented down; “...they worked really hard
to systematically map, find out and clarify the requirement specifications for us, and even
found out things that we never looked at. And as a result, also adjusted and improved our
work processes”
Seeing it from the designers’ perspective, one commented that even though she helped
with testing - the tests that were conducted by the actual tester are much more thorough
because the tester notes down procedures and generates a test-matrix. The second designer
mentioned that most testers should like working structured; she mentioned that the tester
in her team walkthroughs the product quite precisely, but that the tester has to do it in
a structured way to make sure all conditions are covered. Also, the same designer voiced
that being a structured tester has benefited the team as a whole; “...it is easy for us to know
with what’s going in and out next release, what’s tested and not, and it is easy to follow the
test-cases she sets up...she always seems to know what the next task is.

7.1.7

See the Whole Picture

All professionals stated that having to understand the project as a whole is momentous
for a tester. The ability to see the total picture with a helicopter-perspective was voiced
as a main testers’ trait, by those working with them. Additionally, it was found a common
pattern among testers, that having such a perspective was somewhat required as a tester,
often helping them to find unusual bugs and see things from another perspective.
One interaction designer stated that her colleague has a right mix of knowledge within
both domain and technical, there have often been times where the tester have found holes
within the journey-experience from consumer-side, which the designer has overlooked; “...if
she only saw my sketches and took for granted this is how insurance works, then it’s highly
probable that I’ve missed out on something, so it is always good that she asks: ’is this suppose to work like this’?. She stated the ability to reflect was necessary for testers, and in
order to do that, testers needed to know the domain. At the same time, she remarked that
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it would also be hard to report bugs and suggest alternative solutions to the developers if
the tester did not have technical competence. She states that her tester is impressive in
terms of possessing both knowledge types and that a good tester would require a balance
between the two. The second interaction designer expressed similarities with her colleague
as well; he is often her go-to man when she has any question regarding domain-knowledge,
and: “...he is the only one in the team who has a good overview of how things are connected,
how insurance works, the scope of different insurance types, how things are connected backend”. She stated that a common trait with all testers she worked with is that they always
had/has a good overview over the service and able to find “unusual bugs that no one else has
control over”.
As for the developers, all felt testers needed to have the ability to understand the total
picture. One developer remarked that testers needed to see the whole, in terms of what
the business-side requires and down to the smallest detail from the developer-side. The
majority of the developers feel that testers need to have more of the ’complete picture’ than
developers mostly due to the way these two professions work: they remarked that developers work module-by-module while the testers are supposed to test modules against other
modules or the system as a whole; Developers tend to work in specialized contexts, usually in
the form of ’now I’m working on this module.’ While a tester is supposed to test this module
against all other modules or the service to other services, this makes it more vital for them
to understand what response service B and C and D gives. While for developers, it’s like ’I
got a task to create module A, here you go”. Similarities were voiced by all other developers,
stating that modular development is very common nowadays, and they do not pay as much
attention to previous modules as testers. One developer expressed that, according to his
prior experience, testers become testers in order to understand the system as a whole and
not just the plain technical part. He stated that in projects where no testers were present,
he had to take more responsibility in order to have a more totality view on things and thus
had to take on more domain-specific tasks.
All tester stated that this trait is important to have in order to make a logical conclusion
as to where common bugs can appear and test effectively. One tester indicated that the
trait is significant for reasons similar to developers’; that the developers are busy working
with the current part and not bothering to look at prior modules, “...they sit and work with
tunnel vision”, while as a tester the ability to understand things as a whole is a must. She
further supported her statement by arguing that testers need to understand the critical
parts of the system, and “It’s not about finding most bugs or fewest bugs or run most testcases. A tester who completed one test-case but have found that the system works the way it
is supposed to, is often more effective than a tester who ran a hundred test-cases and have
not found anything. So it’s about being able to see the total picture”. Vanessa from the case
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study mentioned that this trait was mainly the reason why she chose software tester as her
profession; “I liked the freedom it gave......I saw how it was during the summer internships.
Of course, it varies from place to place, but I saw that as a developer - you receive a task and
you do it...They’re not very much involved in the process as a whole. I feel it’s more exciting
to be involved and....have a functional perspective as well, not just the technical”. Lastly, a
third tester, stated that he is constantly curious and able to acquire knowledge at a fast
pace, and therefore able to have comprehensive knowledge about totality, more specifically
domain-knowledge, than everyone else on the team.

7.2

Hard Skills

In addition to the human factors, hard skills are also perceived by professionals as important in shaping the role of software testers. Hard skills are ’technical’ abilities required to perform a specific task within a specific industry. My findings indicate that
for software testers, it mainly boils down to two fields: domain-knowledge, and technicalknowledge. Domain-knowledge indicates knowledge of a specific field, such as insurance
or loan. Mainly, it is knowledge regarding the customers’ field. Technical-knowledge can
mean technological knowledge, such as specific testing tools or framework, but mainly it
means being able to read and interpret code, as well as having a slight idea on what might
at fault in terms of the technical solution.

7.2.1

Domain Knowledge

Most of the developers’ perception was that testers needed to have domain-knowledge, more
so than other members of the team. The developers felt that currently, the tester in their
teams has much better control within the domain, which has helped them much. One developer exemplified an earlier event; “...we made a system that adhered to the requirement
specification, but our tester was proficient within the domain and legal affairs, he came over
and told us that the system is wrong. We said that the system gives the correct output, he
responded that it is correct - but the problem is that the invoice output is not legally valid.
Even though what we had created conformed to the specification, it was invalid in a legal
sense.”. A second developer stated that the tester needed to understand more domain aspects than the developers, stating that developers have more requirement on making what
the system is supposed to do - but that developers do not always have a clear overview on
how it all connects to the domain/business side. In addition, one interaction designer stated
that her tester has a much better overview of how the application is supposed to behave under different coverage when someone reports an injury. She said that although she is aware
of how the system should respond to simple coverage, the tester is the one who has made
her conscious of how different coverage mixed does not produce the right result.
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Although most of the testers stated that domain-knowledge is a relevant skill at possessing, there are some distinctive opinions on it. Domain knowledge has its downsides, as one
of the testers gets dragged into different meetings because of his high domain-knowledge.
He also became very stressed because these meetings took time, and he did not get to complete his work tasks for the day. A second tester notes how she switched domains every six
months to two years. She said it was fun to continually learn new domains and that she did
not know how much ’behind-the-scenes’ different domains had - such as pension, roads, and
tunnels. She remarked that this was partly why she chose the profession. A third tester
argued that there has to be a balance between domain-knowledge and technical proficiency;
“(Technical) skills are things you need to do your job better - but if you don’t have domainknowledge, then it doesn’t matter if you are technically skilled”. According to him, it is not
sufficient to have expertise within testing but also domain-knowledge in order to succeed
at doing one’s work. It was observed that during a meeting regarding domain-knowledge
with Vanessa, Amelia, and three domain-experts, there were unclear definitions on specific
terminologies and a somewhat confusion on how processes should proceed (loan, leasing,
balancing) between the domain-experts. Both testers later admitted that it was hard for
them to follow along when even domain experts disagree on specific topics.

7.2.1.1

Rapid Acquisition

Both interaction designers stated that their testers acquire domain-knowledge at a fast
pace. One of them said: “...he made himself an overview over which coverage/scope we
needed to test rather quickly, and why they must be tested, and who should do it, and how
far we have come - and he always know these things”. When asked if there is any direct
correlation between acquisition of domain-knowledge and any traits, the same designer
said that her colleague is very curious to learning just about everything. One tester stated
that rapid acquisition is not necessarily exclusive to testers. She remarked that obtaining
domain-knowledge quick is important to professionals regardless of profession: “If you can’t
manage that, then it’s no point being in this line of work...”.

7.2.2

Technical Knowledge

In addition to domain knowledge, there have also been mentioned technical proficiency
from professionals as an important qualification for a tester to possess. This qualification
- according to the interviewees - allowed for an increase in teamwork, specifically between
tester and developers, as each can do their job at a more exceptionally.
During the interviews, half the developers began talking about how good their testers were
at ’getting their hands dirty’ through looking at the code. A common occurrence from the
developers was that the testers could give recommendations on alternative solutions by being technically-adept. One developer mentioned: “...they keep analyzing the code, and they
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can give us advice on how the fault can be solved and attack the issue in a different way than
our mindsets”. One developer mentioned how it made their job easier through being able
to speak the same ’language’; “...Like when I say ’the code does not compile’, they’re able to
understand what that means, and how long it will take to fix something like that’.
All the testers acknowledged that possessing good technical proficiency helped them with
cooperating with the developers. The most noticeable occurrence of reasoning was that the
testers had an understanding of the implementation and thus able to point out what is
possible and not possible from a customers’ perspective. In addition, testers should be able
to give a more detailed description when a bug is found. One tester remarked: “...not necessarily ’the bug is on line 87’, but more ’this bug has something to do with database storage,
or this has something to do with module integration,’ stuff like that”. Another tester worked
prior as a developer and stated that he appreciated testers with good technical knowledge,
and also being able to guess potential bugs before implementation, even suggesting optional
ways of implementing features.
One tester noted that she became a tester because she thinks coding is boring; “I don’t
have the patience to be a developer... but that working with software - reading, interpreting,
and working with codes - is exciting”. Two testers noted that they are not as technical proficient as they would like to be. Both wanted to develop specialties within test-automation
further, and are currently expanding their skill-set. The wish to become more technical was
also noted in the case study, where Vanessa told me she wanted to develop more technical
qualifications in order to conduct penetration testing.

7.3

External Factors

This section includes factors that indirectly influence the testers. Some testers mentioned
factors such as making it enjoyable in being a tester, and others that are needed in order
to allow for growth. In this section, I present additional findings that emerged from all
interviews and observations. It is also noteworthy to remind the reader that there were no
questions allocated to investigate these factors specifically. Instead, these external factors
were mentioned by the professionals as a side-track from other questions. Thus, there are
few factors here that are mentioned by all participants collectively.

7.3.1

Community of Practice

During the case study, I observed the so-called test status meetings. Since the projects
were somewhat intertwined with each other, these testers had a meeting about once every third week in order to talk about any issues and current progress in each respective
project. Both Vanessa and Amelia remarked that these meetings were somewhat useful
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because of coordination aspects and a place to talk about testing. During one interview
with another tester, this topic surfaced - he stated how such meetings were missing from
his workplace; “One thing I’ve been thinking of is...all the testers from those different teams
should have a stand-up once a week, just to exchange challenges, what one is working on,
trade experiences”.

7.3.2

Motivational Factors

The majority of testers mentioned that being able to challenge oneself and learn new things
every day was one major factor. Two testers mentioned demanding projects and work-days
that are fun, and that it requires them to use their heads. Two others mentioned that they
are motivated by learning new things. Additionally, there have been mentions of enjoyable
work environments by all testers, which also referred that socializing with co-workers afterwork had a considerable impact on their every-day motivation. There have been mentioned
several occasions where the team went out to eat, drink, go to the cinema, or even have
wine-night in their homes. One tester mentioned that ’work’ does not feel like work as much
as play and that it helps on teamwork and effectivity; “...cause then we’re more confident in
each other and knows that it is easier to ask ’silly’ questions”.

7.3.3

Support System

The support system indicates the ability for testers to seek and receive help, either from the
customer’s side or from the company’s side. One tester expressed frustration in her previous
job; “During the period where I became a tester, I did not have a good leader without that
other guy - but he was overworked...”. Another tester remarked that other members of her
team had worked as testers before, so if she needed help, all she could do was to ask them.
She said that this ’safety-net’ had boosted her confidence in being a tester. Four testers
noted that a joint-sharing culture was important within a company. Joint-sharing culture
denotes the willingness for one individual to share knowledge with another individual. All
four noted that joint-sharing allowed them to learn more efficiently and effectively than
if they were alone. In addition, a buddy-mentor system seems to affect the testers’ learnability. It was observed from the case study that Vanessa always learned new things thanks
to Amelia, who acted as a mentor and explained different specifics.

7.3.4

Trust and Respect

Trust was something mentioned by almost all the testers - both trust from the customer’s
side and internally in the team. One tester mentioned how she gave a strong recommendation not to release an increment of a product, with sound reasoning regarding little time
to test. She also made a risk-matrix to show the customer consequences and went through
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a list of high-severity faults. The tester stated that the customer decided to hold the release, it was later confirmed that releasing the increment would lead to increased cost from
rollbacks and fixing than delaying, and thus the customer became more trustworthy of the
tester. Another tester mentioned that the team has a lot of trust in her. She expressed what
to prioritize or develop; this was similarly expressed by another tester, stating that because
of his domain-knowledge, he rarely gets any objections from both customer-side and internally in the team. He also stated that gaining so much trust allowed him to get involved
in many things and learn more. A different tester stated that the more domain knowledge
one has, the more external trust one is perceived.
Additionally, one interaction designer mentioned that testers should have a little respect
among the team. She exemplified it from one internship where the tester was not sure of
the role, and the team did not know what the tester was supposed to contribute with or how
correct it is when the tester said something is wrong - which mainly affected the cooperation between the tester and the developer. She stated that the internship thus became a
but complication, and even though it was a internship with students, it could apply in the
real world as well.

7.4

An Emerging Theory of Software Testers’ Human Factors

Since these human factors are not exhibited in isolation, I was able to find correlation
between them. This lead to the emerging theory presented as follows. This theory uses
framework presented by Sjøberg et al. [73] which consists of four parts: the constructs
which are the essential elements of the theory, propositions which elicits how do the constructs interact with each other, explanations on why the propositions are specified, and
scope in which the theory is applicable. The scope of this theory is software testers working
in agile development projects. As for the constructs, they are the themes I have presented
in the sections above. I, therefore, will give a description of both explanations and propositions between the constructs. In addition, it was found that some of these factors benefit
the team as a whole. As such, I have also included teamwork and noted down the factors
that can improve the team’s effectivity to work together. It is important to note that the
propositions between constructs are entirely grounded from the data. Even though there
is a possibility that ’everything could affect everything else’ (in a holistic sense), I will only
present correlations that have directly been proved with evidence. Thus, the theory and
propositions presented here have their roots directly from analysis and findings.
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Constructs
C1 See the whole picture
C2 Detail-oriented
C3 Good communication skills
C4 Structured
C5 Creative
C6 Adaptable
C7 Curious
C8 Hard skills (domain-knowledge, technical-knowledge)
Propositions
P1 Hard skills positively affects being able to see the whole picture
P2 Being detail-oriented positively affects teamwork
P3 Good communication positively affects teamwork
P4 Being structured positively affects detail-oriented
P5 Hard skills positively affects being creative
P6 Hard skills positively affects being detail-oriented
P7 Hard skills positively affects being adaptable
P8 Being curious positively affects hard skills
P9 Being able to see the whole picture positively affects teamwork
Explanations
E1 Good domain-knowledge and technical-knowledge are useful for software testers to properly
be able to see the whole picture
E2 Testers with attention to detail can assist both in the designers’ and developers’ tasks, which
increases teamwork with both parties
E3 Often enough, testers need to speak with every other role in the team. Good communication
is therefore vital for testers and can increase team transparency
E4 Testers who are structured are more likely to be detail-oriented than others, structured
testers are a valuable member of the team
E5 Both domain-knowledge and technical-knowledge will enhance testers creativity - which is
used mainly in two dimensions
E6 Testers should be good at both domain-knowledge and technical-knowledge for them to effectively be detail-oriented
E7 Domain-knowledge and technical-knowledge should be well versed for software testers, seeing
that context-switching between tasks are not unusual in agile teams
E8 Testers who are curious, are able to attain domain-knowledge and technical-knowledge at an
easier and faster pace through their wish to investigate
E9 Testers who are able to see the whole picture, can reduce others’ misunderstandings and
forgetfulness, while increasing transparency amongst team members
Scope
S Software testers working in small agile development projects.

Table 14: Constructs, Propositions, Explanations, and Scope of the Theory
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Explanation E1
Testers need to see the whole picture. In other words, what business-side requires, if the
user-journey is plausible and whether the technical modules work with each other as intended. Having a helicopter view of the whole product is important as a tester, and the
ability to do that is greatly increased with good domain and technical-knowledge. Good domain knowledge is useful for both business and interaction design, while technical knowledge helps with reporting the root cause of bugs and ’speaks the same language’ with the
developers.
Explanation E2
Testers who are detail-oriented can usually assist in UX’s user-journey with their domainknowledge. If testers also possess adequate technical-knowledge, they can provide alternative solutions for the developers. Additionally, detail-oriented also tends to lead to meticulous bug reports, which benefits the developers the most. Findings show that being attentive allowed testers to catch mistakes earlier, which had an increase in teamwork, effectiveness, and motivation.
Explanation E3
It emerged from the interviews that the agile software testers were often needed to provide
support for their fellow team members, by clarifying requirements or providing additional
information. This often lead to an increase in teamwork through transparency, efficiency,
and constructiveness, suggesting that testers have much social navigation to do as to mitigate potential negative team dynamics.
Explanation E4
Most of the testers stated that writing check-lists and creating notes allowed them to free
up their brain and were more likely to be attentive of minor details that no one else had
given a second thought. Being structured also helped other team members as it became
easy for them to follow his/her work of a tester, while also having the tester systematically
keeping a tab on what is going in and out of the next release.
Explanation E5
It was shown that software testers mainly used creativeness in two ways: to conduct software testing by making up different user personas in different scenarios, and to come up
with creative ways of testing the technicalities of the system. Both courses of action can be
greatly extended in performance with good knowledge in both domain and technical aspect
of the product.
Explanation E6
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Being detail-oriented revolves around two main phenomenons: assisting in shaping the
user experience, and the technical part of the product. Each phenomenon requires good
proficiency within domain-knowledge and technical-knowledge respectively in order to act
as an effective, detail-oriented tester.
Explanation E7
In an agile environment, software testers need to be adept context-switchers. Having good
knowledge in the domain and technical field of the product can greatly enhance the ability
to respond quickly to changes, such as changing, adding, or improving test cases, and foster
effective communication with domain experts, product owners, or technical staff in order to
shape the product to its highest quality.
Explanation E8
Curious software testers, who possesses a desire to investigate, are able to gain hard skills
at an easier and faster pace, be updated on the current scenarios, and thus can conduct
testing more properly. It was found that testers who are enthusiastic, willing, and able
to actively learn on their own made sure to take up every learning opportunities, and
excel themselves in both domain-knowledge and technical-knowledge. Additionally, curious testers liked to learn through practical experience, which often resulted in continuous
growth
Explanation E9
Being able to retain a helicopter view of the whole product makes it easier to resolve issues
and potential mistakes coming from the team. Testers who are able to see the whole picture can bridge the gap between the domain and the technical part of the product, while
also commenting on each respective part on what to keep in mind for the other during
implementation. This has the potential to increase team transparency, making teamwork
more fruitful while keeping misunderstandings and forgetfulness to a minimum.
Figure 9 on the next page shows the corresponding illustration of the theory. Factor that
have a direct influence on each other are highlighted with arrows. The factors listed with
arrows have according to my data, a direct casual relationship to each other and teamwork.
In addition, since the human factors are so intertwined and complex to research, is it difficult to rank which ones are the ’best’ to possess. These human factors presented in this
theory, therefore, adhere to a ’flat-structure,’ meaning no trait is better than the other.
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Figure 9: A Theory of Human Factors
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8

Discussion

This section discusses the results presented in the previous section. Specifically, they are
used to answer the research question proposed in section 1.2 on page 1. I also discuss my
findings with existing research. Since my themes are primarily concerning human factors,
I compare my results in light of the categories I introduced in section 4.2 on page 19, and
discuss whether the results confirm existing results or have found gaps. I then move on
to implications for practice in order to shed some light on how both relevant organizations
and newcomers to software testing can benefit from reading this thesis. Consequently,
implications for theory detail how other researchers may be able to use my research. Finally,
I present the validity and the limitations of my results.

8.1

Adaptable

There is a great variety of human factors identified in the previous section. Adaptable was
identified in conjunction with testers who worked in agile environments. Cavin’s aim of
study [14] found that military veterans returning to the civilian workforce were suited to
be software testers, as many of them had similar characteristics. Communication skills,
dedication, adherence to schedules, working under pressure, and commitment - in which
some of my findings do align - and adaptability; veterans are trained to think quickly and
adapt quickly to any situations. It is interesting to note how many similar traits were found
in veterans as in mine. Additionally, Ekwoge et al. [25] mentioned adaptability was needed
for new tool usage and techniques of testing. My results suggest that although adaptability
does indeed benefit the technical proficiency, the trait is more holistic in the sense that
being adaptable also concerns domain-knowledge, and the ability to quickly switch between
different context and different mindsets.

8.2

Good Communication Skills

My findings show that having good communication skills was perceived as important for agile software testers, as was also found in earlier studies. Kanji et al. [46] investigated what
factors to consider for effective software testers; they found out that dedication, thoroughness, and punctuality are important factors. Additionally, the majority of the participants
also mentioned interpersonal skills: the ability to communicate and interact with others.
My findings seem to support theirs, as communication skills were found to be quite valuable
- if not more important than ’logical’ skills. During the interviews with all non-tester participants, when asked if they preferred a tester with good communication skills and sub-par
technical skills or vice versa, all participants chose tester with good communication skills.
Deak [22] found out that the most frequently cited characteristics for software engineers
did not apply to software testers and that good communication skills are the most cited
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characteristic for a tester to possess in their results. Consequently, Florea et al. [26] found
that the most popular traits asked of a tester were analytical problem-solving skills, communication skills, team-play, and independent-working skills. A recent study showed that
people were more careful in their communication if a conflict was thought to occur [33]. As
the software testing role implies bringing unwanted news to the team, my findings confirm
the need for good communication skills, in a way that does not provoke conflicts.

8.3

Detail-oriented

It was interesting to note that the majority of the professionals voiced that being detailoriented was imperative for a software tester, since it was useful in both user-experience
and technical solutions. This was also in line with the study conducted by Kanij et al. which
most respondents agreed this trait was something a good software tester should have [45].
However, Capretz et al. found a set of demotivated factors, in which Cuban software testers
were demotivated by the requirement of detail-oriented skills: “In fact, ’finding mistakes’
was the most voted CON by Cuban professionals’ [13].

8.4

Creative

My study shows that being creative was perceived as necessary mainly in two courses of
action: to conduct software testing by making up different user personas in different scenarios, and to come up with creative ways of testing the technicalities of the system. Even
though creativity was useful for all the roles in software development, the degree of importance varies greatly amongst the roles; Li, Ko, and Begel’s findings suggest that creativity
and being systematic is a ’should-have’ trait amongst software developers [52]. My findings indicate that these traits are ’must-haves’ for testers. Even though creativity is useful
for all the roles in software development, this comparison can indicate a variation in the
degree of importance of the trait amongst the roles. My findings also confirm the results
obtained by Itkonen et al. [41], who studied knowledge related to conducting exploratory
testing, and found out that this testing approach emphasized/nurtured diverse and creative
opportunities of testing. Santos et al. [69] found out that creativity was a significant factor
in motivating software testers. Although my research did not strictly focus on this aspect, it
is not impossible to think that there could be a relation, as all testers expressed that it was
fun to work when creativity was involved. Deak et al. [22] found that although creativity
was one of the tester characteristics that was most frequently mentioned amongst interviewees, it was lower ranked than both communication skills and detail-oriented skills, with
communication skills deemed most wanted. Although I did not sort my characteristics in
ranked order, my discussion regarding communication skills does seem to hint that the
characteristics support the findings of Deak et al. Kanij et al. [45] also stated that being
creative was an important trait to have. However, unlike Deak et al., they did not sort the
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characteristics in ranks.

8.5

Curious

As for curiosity, Kanij et al. found participants agreeing that intellectual curiosity was an
important characteristic, implicating that the trait was useful in enhancing the destructive
mindset of a tester and helps in deliberately trying to ’break’ a system. Their study also
revealed that testers should make an active effort to improve their work. The need for
learning both new testing techniques and about the “problem and business domain of their
work” proved to be a common occurrence from their software tester respondents [45]. In
a similar sense, Deak et al. found that participants considered being curious and eager
“incentive for continuously improving the understanding of the product” as well as coming
up with unusual testing scenarios [22]. My findings support somewhat both claims, as all
professionals I get to interview regarding this factor, said it was an essential factor for a
tester to have. My findings also build upon results from Deak et al. in the sense that testers
are indeed continuously improving the understanding of the product through continuously
learning domain-knowledge and technical-knowledge; although leaning more towards the
prior than the latter.

8.6

Structured

Most testers stated that writing check-lists and creating notes allowed them to free up their
brain in order to focus on other things. Kanji et al. utilized the Big Five Taxonomy from
psychology to highlight testers’ personalities. Their findings show that testers generally
have a higher level in conscientiousness compared to other roles - conscientiousness being
orderliness, self-discipline, hard-working, and dedication [46]. My results show that testers
tend to be more organized, detail-oriented, and structured - which all can be subsumed
under conscientiousness. However, my findings will also suggest that testers show a high
level of openness due to traits such as creativity and curiosity.

8.7

See the Whole Picture

My results show that testers need to have, in addition to technical abilities, an even more
complex overview than other roles in agile teams. This finding supports Florea et al. [27]
with regards to the number and diversity of skills necessary for the software testers. Additionally, my current results show that testers are leaning more towards domain-knowledge
over technical-knowledge - which also somewhat applies to Florea et al. - In their study
on what employers look for in software testers’ skills, findings show that domain-specific
knowledge is less of a focus than actual testing skills when looking for testers to hire, except for area pertaining to financial services software. This can alter the current results
in that domain-knowledge is more critical than technical skills, since all the data gathered
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were from professionals working within the financial sector. Li, Ko, and Begel conducted
a study in order to contribute to holistic, developer-centric insight into what distinguishes
great software engineers [52]. Aside from being a competent coder, their research suggests
that great engineers should possess ”internal personality traits,” such as the ability to engage with others, decision-making skills, and continuous learning [52]. The majority of my
traits were identified in their study. However, the trait of being able to see the total picture
was not present during their study - which might hint the trait being more prevalent for
testers than developers or team members in general.
Livonen et al. investigated characteristics of high performing testers - characterized by
high defect detection rate and seen as important by managers and other testers alike [55].
They found that experience, motivation, personality, and ability to reflect as important. My
findings also somewhat support each of these characteristics. Firstly, they referred ability
to reflect as the ability to maintain the big picture, which my findings positively support.
Secondly, experience relates to both implementation and domain knowledge - my findings
show that testers should have a balance of both. This could indirectly enhance the ’devaluation’ career perception of testers presented by Capretz et al. and Shah et al. [13, 71].
In their findings, developers state that people become testers because they are not as proficient in technical skills. My results show that testers need to have a more overview - or
the ability to see the whole picture - than developers. These rumors likely occur because
testers are too busy with the totality and thus, can lean more towards domain-knowledge
instead of the technical knowledge. Testers are not necessarily bad regarding technical
proficiency, but they have to have less focus on it and more on the domain as they are seen
as team members needing to have a helicopter perspective in order to perform their job well.
My findings also support Hernandez et al. [36], who found out that testers felt a positive attitude towards software testing and do not consider it a dull and monotonous activity. This
is in line with my findings, suggesting that testing is not an ’unattractive career.’ Moreover, Hernandez et al. found out that software testers work on a wide variety of topics,
because it “requires a complete view of the software”, this is also in line with my finding,
suggesting that software testers need a totality view on the whole system as well as communication skill as a necessary trait to possess, to factor for effective collaboration with
other departments. In essence, my findings also seem to support this, as testers often work
as the middle-man within in the team and have to foster communication between different
professions.
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8.8
8.8.1

Additional Findings
Software Testing as a Profession

Capretz et al. [13] found out that testing was not a popular profession due to the treatment
as the profession as ’second-class citizens’ and unattractive career development. Currently,
this perception has drastically changed, as all software testers voiced the full recognition
of the merits of their role. Furthermore, both the testing and non-testing professionals
stated that testers were seen on the same line as other roles and that the teams had a
flat-structure. This incidentally improved their motivation in improving their work - which
is an exciting find considering existing research such as Shah et al. [71], who found that
testing is a stepping stone for the developer career. However, my findings have shown that
the majority of the testers wished to become more in-depth in the technical test, which is in
line with the prediction of Capretz et al. - stating that the testing profession is: “changing
with the advent of agile methods, DevOps and other paradigms” [13].

8.8.2

Motivational Factors

Deak et al. highlighted a set of motivational and de-motivational factors [23, 21]. Motivational factors include enjoying challenges, work variety, recognition, and technically
challenging work - while de-motivational factors included lack of influence and recognition,
unhappy with management, time pressure, boredom, and poor relationships with developers. My findings align with Deak et al. in that all testers loved challenging oneself - both
domain and technical - and have work variety. Similarly, Deak et al. defined recognition as
“...awareness of the importance of testing, both among management and development teams,
as well as positive feedback received from developers in relation to discovering and fixing
bugs”. This behavior was similarly found out from the interviews and observations, and
the testers felt verily appreciated both from the customer and the team internally - which
likely had a positive impact on their motivation and the wish to perform their work well.
As for the de-motivational factors, they were not visible in my findings. All testers had good
relationships with developers, and did not mention boredom. Even though time pressure
occurred amongst testers, some worked better under pressure while others did not - but no
one mentioned that it was de-motivational. There was one single case from a tester who
became somewhat de-motivated from poor management due to a non-existent support system. Deak et al. found out that agile testers were unhappy about their relationship with
developers. They stated that it “might be related to a situation where a company applies a
customized version of agile methods”. I found that testers were generally happy with everyone’s relationships. As for the software development process used in projects, it was unsure
whether they used a customized version or a combination of Scrum and Kanban.
Livonen et al. also found out that motivation was seen as necessary in order to perform
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effective and efficient testing [55] - I showed that testers gained motivation by socializing
with co-workers, which can lower the threshold of asking stupid questions and being more
friendly with co-workers during work hours. Secondly, Livonen et al. found out that testers
were thorough, careful, and systematic - this is both supported from my findings suggesting that testers need to be organized and structured, as well as from existing research
previously discussed. Finally, the ability to reflect meant testers’ ability to maintain the
big picture, allowing testers to focus on important aspects of the software and understand
the users’ needs. I have also found out that being able to see the whole picture is a desirable trait for testers; it often helped them find unusual bugs and see things from another
perspective.

8.9

An Emerging Theory of Software Testers’ Human Factors

As for the emerged theory, the existing research regarding human factors of software testers
has mentioned some occurrences that can strengthen parts of my causal relations, most of
them regarding good communication skills and teamwork. In their study on personality
traits of software testers, Kanij et al. found that testers emphasised good communication
with developers and customers [45]. Goncalves et al. found that the most indicated difficulty among test professionals was bad communication with developers, and can affect the
final quality of the product [32]. Consequently, the study conducted by Shah et al. found
that testers were building friendly relations with developers and as a result, the two teams
worked more willingly with each other [71]. Their study also found communication gaps
among the team created confusion among team members, which lead to missed deadlines.
Furthermore, findings from Hernandez et al. shows that the most effective factor for collaboration with others was based on two main human factors: “openness and attitude of the
people and the understanding of shared goals” [36]. These are all in line with my current
theory. However, my theory also suggests that it is not just communication with developers
that should be emphasised. Rather, it is important that testers need good communication
and relations with interactions designers, developers, project leaders, and product managers alike in order to attain good teamwork. My results also expand the findings from the
study conducted by Hernandez et al. [36], in that apart from openness and understanding
of shared goals - friendliness and constructiveness are also emphasised for software testers.
Livonen et al. found from their interviews that domain-knowledge is most useful when
it is utilized for understanding what the user is trying to achieve with the product, and to
understand what parts of the software would be most crucial for testing [55]. Their findings
resemble quite to my theory in that domain-knowledge can positively affect creativity, in
the sense that it is used in two courses actions; to conduct testing by making up different
user personas in different scenarios, and to come up with ways to test the different parts of
the system - both courses that seem to quite fit explanations from Livonen et al. However, in
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my theory, I have showed that not only is domain-knowledge needed in order to conduct this
type of testing creatively, technical-knowledge is also important for understanding things
such as interaction between front-end and back-end, APIs, and data-flow between different
modules of the system. This, in turn, can allow testers to increase their understanding of
how the whole system works, and thus able to creatively create unique user personas that
aims to break down the product.
Furthermore, Itkonen et al. found that exploratory testers need both domain-knowledge
and system-knowledge. Both knowledge types can be divided into two categories and applied respectively: “focused knowledge of separate features or details, and holistic knowledge
of interactions” [41]. Their findings presented are very much similar to mine, in the sense
that focused knowledge resembles detail-oriented and holistic the ability to see the whole
picture. Following this, it can be argued that my findings support their study, in that both
domain-knowledge and technical-knowledge can affect the ability to be detail-oriented - exercising focused knowledge - and to see the whole picture - exercising the holistic knowledge
of the product.
Findings from Kanij et al. also identified a number of factors that relates to the effectiveness of software testing, with good domain-knowledge being mentioned by respondents
as very important [45]. However, some of them also mentioned the ability to learn resulted
in continuous growth of knowledge and fostered experience, to the point where testers were
able to identify error-prone parts to focus testing on. Results from Matturo showed that
one of the top five soft skills that are usually demanded by software companies is eagerness to learn [57], and as mentioned before - findings from Deak [22] shows that curiosity
was advantageous for coming up with unusual testing scenarios, as well as an incentive
for continuous learning of the product. My theory seems to support these studies, that it
is important for software testers to be curious. However, I have shown that they should
be curious of not only domain-knowledge, but also technical-knowledge in order to have a
better understanding of the product, and able to conduct testing effectively. My findings
also show that curious testers possessed an independence to learn new things unprompted
by others, strengthening the findings from Deak, in that curiosity is an incentive for continuous improvement.
In addition to the current findings from existing research, my theory proposes new relationships among these human factors and hard skills. I have found that the ability to see
the whole picture affects teamwork as a whole. Stated in the results sections, majority of
the testers mentioned that they are usually the middle-man of the team. By retaining a
helicopter view of the product, testers bridge the gap between domain aspect and the technical aspect by conveying comprehensible information to the other party. Teamwork became
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more productive and transparent as testers reminded each party of the knowledge field that
they are not well versed in. Even when agile teams foster multi-disciplinary teams, it can
still get quite difficult for designers to understand technical jargon spoken by developers.
Additionally, the theory shows that being detail-oriented as a software tester can positively
affect teamwork. This is shown by software testers able to spot user-experience faults that
interaction designers overlooked, as well as technical abnormalities that developers have
mistakenly forgotten or ignored. Both of these aspect will affect team effectivity and efficiency. Furthermore, it was shown that testers generated a feeling of psychological safety
when they worked with other professions, because it gave other team members reassurance
that the software tester confirms every aspect and thus, it is less likely that actual mistakes
appear.
My theory also shows that a structured software tester is more detail-oriented. Specifically,
structured in the sense that testers are more systematic and organized, and writes down
everything in check-lists and to-do’s. While some testers note things down to serve as guidelines or saved as future references - acting as a reminder on details that everyone else had
forgotten, other testers have noted that writing things down freed up their head to focus on
other things, and were thus able to pick up on abnormal details. Nevertheless, techniques
such as exploratory testing still requires a somewhat systematic approach to conduct in
order for one to know what is been tested and what not, and to retrace their steps when a
bug is found. Software testers that are structured, together with their thoroughness and
systematic mapping, can thus spot deviations much easier. Finally, my theory indicates
that both hard skills: domain-knowledge and technical-knowledge, will affect the ability
to be adaptable for an agile software tester. Seeing from both the case study and interviews, software testers’ tasks varies greatly between domain-specific to technical-specific.
Domain-knowledge is of minimal help during a tasks that aims to test the technical solution and vice versa. Software testers are often helping both designers and developers in
their work, which makes it apparent that good knowledge within both domain and technical
should be needed in order to adapt to the constant context-switching.

8.10

Implications for Practice

The motivation for writing this thesis was to figure out the desirable human factors for a
software tester to have, mainly because I intend to work as one in the near future, but also
because I have a fondness over the software testing field. The results of this thesis should,
therefore, be considered highly relevant for the industry in the sense that to-be testers can
get a sense of the factors presented in this thesis by setting a frame of expectations for
the role, and existing software engineers thinking of a career within software testing. This
thesis can also benefit the industry by providing a set of relevant skills / traits that testers
should possess, useful as a check-list to those in charge of hiring new testing personnel 71

for example, giving interviewees a case to work on before the interviews might prove to
discover some skills such as being creative, structured, detail-oriented, and able to see the
whole picture.
As for organizations with existing testers, these personal skills can prove to be challenging
to modify. It is therefore recommended for organizations to apply the factors presented in
section 7.3 on page 57. Community of practice enabled testers to have a place to discuss
issues, share their experience, and receive advice. A community of practice in this sense
can mean weekly-meetings for all testers, online forums dedicated to testing, etc. This can
benefit immensely for newcomers to testing, as a community of practice can act as scaffolds
for supporting growth. Meetings could be done either online or offline, but from what I have
discovered - offline works best as individuals are physically there. But if meeting present
proved to be challenging to manage, online with video call works just as well - according to
the findings. Secondly, ensure that testers are continuously learning and working on challenging projects - but it also should be the right amount of challenge. Organizations should
be in close contact with testers regarding this aspect. Finally, co-workers should aim to
socialize with each other during off-work hours. It was shown that motivation increased
when testers got to know everyone in a social setting, which made it easier to coordinate
with each other during work.
Organizations could also incorporate a support system for testers. In addition to constructing Community of Practice, there is a need for joint-sharing culture. Cultural values
that highlights the ’sharing-is-caring’ mentality and that sharing is beneficial for everyone.
Testers should not feel to forced ’give-away’ their knowledge that makes them unique. Instead, testers need to be automatically willing to share their knowledge to impact everyone
else positively. Even with a support system in place, testers could still have trouble asking
for specific advice within their specific work context. Buddy-mentor relationships should,
therefore, also be established within the team as guidance for any newcomers learning the
ropes. As for trust and inter-team relationships, testers need to be friendly and respect
the customer and other team members’ decisions. Seeing as trust comes from experience,
buddy-mentor relationships further enhances its importance as to gain the customers’ trust
and add some credibility. For a team to coordinate well, everyone should respect everyone
else. Therefore, the suggestions for implementing these external factors also apply to other
professions working in a software development team.

8.11

Implications for Theory

For researchers looking to build upon the theory I presented in 7.4 on page 59, it is important to remember that these human factors are not set in stone. Researchers may also
reveal other traits that are not present in this thesis or find different correlations compared
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to my theory. It is important to remember that the results were found in a specific group
of professionals operating in a specific area, working for a specific organization in a specific
geographical location. Nevertheless, the theory I presented had a direct connection in my
data, meaning some other relations could have been omitted due to the lack of concrete
data proving the causal relation. Researchers could look deeper into cultural variations
and how that impacts the factors that are needed in order to make an effective software
tester. Since many software development organizations are multinational and multicultural, researchers could differentiate the findings discovered here versus factors needed in
order to cross-cultural boundaries. The human factors described within this thesis have
emerged from individuals working in agile frameworks (Scrum, Kanban), and thus the
newly-founded theory is mostly applicable to this context.

8.12

Validity

In this section I describe the steps I took in ensuring the four validity types presented in
section 5.5 on page 34 - Construct validity, Internal validity, External validity, and Reliability.

8.12.1

Construct Validity

Construct validity was supported by using different data-gathering methods. I also placed
interview data as a higher priority than observational data to reduce bias or subjectivity.
I did not twist the data to fit my personal view or opinion, and I refrained from using any
data that was open to more than one interpretation as evidence. Nevertheless, I followed
Yin’s principle [82] by maintaining a chain of evidence throughout this whole study.

8.12.2

Internal Validity

Since internal validity elicits the extend to which pieces of evidence support the causal
relationship between cause and effect, I upheld this validity type through using multiple
sources of evidence before claiming a theme - such as observation notes, interview transcripts, and meeting notes.

8.12.3

External Validity

The aspect of generalizability is hard to impose within the field of Software Engineering.
This is due mainly to the vast variations in organizations, projects, teams, and processes,
etc. One of the countermeasures I applied was to interview individuals that were working
in different contexts - but that all used agile processes - in order to try and generalize the
findings in a vacuum. A much better way to reduce external validity was to conduct a
multiple-case study. That, however, proved to be challenging to attain.
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8.12.4

Reliability

Reliability is important to ensure that future researchers can reproduce the results. This
can be achieved by having multiple sources of evidence. I enforced this aspect by using
quotes, observational field notes, and conversation logs in my results chapter. Additionally,
I created a Case Study Database used during data analysis. Both principles are recommended by Yin [82], and hopefully, future researchers can replicate my method.

8.13

Limitations

It is essential to note the limitations of this study. The most significant limitations of
my thesis are context, time, and inexperience. This thesis was conducted mainly using
data gathered from professionals working work at one specific company in one specific geographical location. The findings discovered can, therefore, be influenced by both cultural
and organizational values/standards. Had this been a multi-case study with different organizations across borders, the human factors discovered might have been dissimilar than
my current findings. Secondly, if there were more time, I would have been able to confirm
my findings more securely and most likely fill some gaps and found discrepancies within
my results by gathering more data. Consequently, my inexperience in research has, in all
likelihood, impacted this study. However, I have tried to minimize this impediment through
reading as much as I could on the different research artifacts, and followed as closely as I
could on the research methods chosen. I have kept my own bias out of the study and had a
systematic, organized mindset when conducting this whole study.

8.13.1

Limitations Regarding the Data

There are a few limitations to the current study, given its qualitative nature. It is worth
mentioning that interviews have several disadvantages. For example, poorly constructed
questions may lead to poorly given answers - I tried, to the best of my knowledge, to construct concrete questions, so that interviewees understood beyond doubt the questions. Secondly, if the interviewees do not recall an event correctly, their answers may vary depending
on their own interpretation at the time or after they have given some thoughts. This is especially important to note for studies researching interpersonal aspects. I interpreted this
as a significant data analysis and interpretation validity, as it was not possible to confirm
the interviewees recall of the events. Thirdly, the interviewees might have given erroneous
answers, which may have further increased my own bias. Neutral non-leading question formulations were, therefore, crucial for me to construct and consider. Measures were taken
prior, and during these interviews, such as discussing with my supervisor and continually
refining the interview-guide. I also endeavored to minimize my own bias through conducting multiple interviews with multiple professionals that had no work relations with each
other in order to reduce bias and try to get a generalized sense. Yet, that proved to act like
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a double-edged sword - which I explain why in the following text.
Since my primary data was gathered from interviews - half of the interviewees were asked
about their own personal perception of testers and their human factors. This might be
limited in scope, due to two major reasons. First, the interviewees may not have observed
actions that exhibit a specific trait of a tester. Meaning that two different developers working on separate projects may have had different experiences regarding the tester’s traits.
In essence, one may have observed actions done by the tester that may consider creative,
while another has not observed such actions in his/her projects. Secondly, the perception of
whether a trait is exhibited is influenced by personal views and opinions. For instance, a
developer can describe a software tester by their actions, but however one perceives those
actions is subjective: if two developers are describing the same tester, one may state that
the tester is creative while the other might not. One’s world view directly influences things
we do or perceive in some way, and both of these reasons - in my opinion - share a weak
spot to the reliability of the data.
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9

Conclusion

To sum-up the whole thesis, I conducted a Grounded Theory study consisting of interviews
and project observations of an agile software development team within the financial sector,
in the period November 2019 - January 2020. The scope of my thesis was to investigate the
human factors and skills perceived by the software professionals as determinant for the
software tester role.
I presented background information related to the thesis, followed by the conduction of
two systematic literature reviews, in order to obtain the overview of the current state of
research within the topic I focused on. I described research methods and the reasoning
behind why they were chosen, as well as the research context, data collection, and data
analysis procedures - all which acted as the foundation of my thesis and theory. The emergent theory is meant to outline the relationship between how the human factors of the role
can influence one another, and although the theory itself is open to further development,
my findings serve as building blocks for other researchers to build upon. I presented my
findings and discussed these in light of relevant research literature, and elicited implications for practice and for theory. Finally, I reflected on the validity and limitations of the
study.
My findings show that all the professionals, testers and non-testers, see the following human factors as pivotal for the agile software testing role: able to see the whole picture, having good communication skills, being detailed-oriented, structured, creative, curious, and
adaptable. In addition, software testers are also expected to be proficient in hard skills,
such as domain-knowledge and technical knowledge. The emerged theory I presented,
shows that for software testers, being curious will help in learning domain-knowledge and
technical-knowledge. In addition, both domain-knowledge and technical-knowledge will
have a influence on being creative, adaptable, detail-oriented, and being able to see the
whole picture. Software testers that are structure will positively impact their ability to be
detail-oriented. Finally, good communication skills, being detail-oriented, and able to see
the whole picture as a software tester will increase teamwork.
In my thesis, I build upon the existing research done on human factors of software testers
working in agile software development, contributing to identifying specific human factors
for testers, through observation and interviews of both software testers and non-software
testers. I constructed an emergent theory, however, as this thesis is inter-disciplinary, it
could benefit from research in the psychology field. Future work could arise, such as finding out differences of human factors needed in agile versus sequential development models
or explore deeper the traits required for testers and other roles within a development team.
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NSD Consent form
Are you interested in taking part in the research project
“Software testing in agile development”?
This is an inquiry about participation in a research project where the main purpose is to analyze human
factors involved in a tester occupation. In this letter we will give you information about the purpose of
the project and what your participation will involve.

Purpose of the project
The purpose of the master’s thesis is to investigate the tester-role working in a project where agile
methodology is utilized. The scope of the study includes interviews and observations. The project is
conducted in relation to a master’s thesis.

Who is responsible for the research project?
University of Oslo is the institution responsible for the project.

Why are you being asked to participate?
You are chosen to participate in this study because you are a person of interest, who works in a part of
an agile team.

What does participation involve for you?
Your participation in the project will entail being observed on various occasions, as well as making
yourself eligible for interviews. An interview will take approximately 45 minutes and audio recording
will be utilized after consent. The questions that will be asked to revolve around thought on your
personal traits as a software tester.

Participation is voluntary
Participation in the project is voluntary. If you choose to participate, you can withdraw your consent at
any time without giving a reason. All information about your will then be anonymized. There will be
no consequences for you if you choose to not participate or later decide to withdraw.
Your personal privacy – how we will store and use your personal data
We will only use your data for the purpose(s) specified in this information letter. We will process your
personal data confidentially and in accordance with data protection legislation (the General Data
Protection Regulation and Personal Data Act).
• The only persons who will have access to the personal data will be the master’s student Lucas
Paruch and Dr. Viktoria Stray at the University of Oslo
• All personal data will be treated confidentially. Personal data will be stored in a separate file
and protected with password and login
• No names, addresses, e-mails, or other personal data will be used in the publication resulting
from this project.
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What will happen to your personal data at the end of the research project?
The project is scheduled to end May 2020. Once the project is finalized, all personal data will be
deleted in such a way that the only available data will be anonymous. All digital recordings will be
deleted.

Your rights
So long as you can be identified in the collected data, you have the right to:
- Access the personal data that is being processed about you
- Request that your personal data is deleted
- Request that incorrect personal data about you is corrected/rectified
- Receive a copy of your personal data (data portability), and
- Send a complaint to the Data Protection Officer or The Norwegian Data Protection Authority
regarding the processing of your personal data

What gives us the right to process your personal data?
We will process your personal data based on your consent.
Based on an agreement with University of Oslo, Department of Informatics, NSD – The Norwegian
Center for Research Data AS has assessed that the processing of personal data in this project is in
accordance with data protection legislation

Where can I find out more?
If you have questions about the project, or want to exercise your rights, contact:
• University of Oslo via associate Professor Viktoria Stray (stray@ifi.uio.no , +47 93610848)
• Our Data Protection Officer: Maren Magnus Voll (personvernombud@uio.no)
• NSD – The Norwegian Center for Research Data AS (personverntjenester@nsd.no ,
+4755582117)
Yours sincerely,
Lucas Paruch
Master’s student
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Consent form
I have received and understood information about the project Software testing in agile development
and have been given the opportunity to ask questions.
I give consent to participate in observations and interviews.
I give consent for my personal data to be processed until the end date of the project, approx. May
2020.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------(Signed by participant, date)

B

Interview Guide for Testers
Information before the interview
Thank the participant for taking his/her time to be interviewed
Present myself to the participant (name, background, goal of the interview)
Inform the participant about privacy policy and voluntary participation
•
•
•
•

Data gathered from the interviews will be used to answer the research question
Any personal data will be treated confidentially
All participants will be anonymized
It is voluntary to participate in the interview, and the participant can at any time
withdraw his/her consent

Inform the participant about the usage of audio recording
•
•

Ask if such a device could be used during the interview
No one else other than the interviewer will have access to the recording, the audio
will be deleted following the delivery of the thesis

Estimate the length of the interview (45-90 minutes)

Background
Can you tell me about your role, and what has generally been your tasks/assignments?
Can you shortly explain what the project is about?
How many years of experience do you have as a tester?
How long have you worked on this project?
How long have you worked at the consultancy company?
•

Have you worked elsewhere before?
o If yes, why did you switch?

How many team members are there in the team?
What kind of software development process do you use for the project?

Collaboration
To what degree do you feel ‘connected/associated’ to the team?
Who do you have the most contact with, within the team?
How do you feel about the team’s coordination ability?
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Problem-solving
Have there been challenges with working with others in the team?
•
•
•

If yes, who was it with?
What happened?
Have there been any countermeasures after the incident?

Secondary knowledge
How much knowledge do you have about the other team members’ fields?
•
•

Is it easier to do your work when you know what the others are working with (in a
specific sense)?
Do you at times do work tasks meant for other team members?

Could you imagine to switch to something other than your current role?
•

Within the field of testing? In another field?
o Why/Why not?

Skills / learnability
Do you feel like there are skills that you currently lack in order to do your job properly?
•

•
•

How would you proceed to learn a skill?
o Have you tried to learn something new at your own discretion?
▪ How did you start? What resources did you utilize?
Who would you have spoken with if you wished to improve an existing skill?
How would you proceed to help someone else learn a skill?

Communication
How much time do you spend on interaction with others to complete a task?
Assume that you have found a bug during testing, how would you present it to the team?
•

What if someone says it is not a bug? How would you convince them?

Do you feel that the ability to communicate is more important than technical abilities?

Structure and effectiveness
In general, how structured are you (both during work and off-work)?
Do you think being structured is something that is needed to become a tester?
•

Why/why not?

How would you define an effective tester?
Is there a correlation between effectivity and how structured one is?

Stress
Do you generally feel stressed during work?
Can you give me an example on a day where you were super stressed?
Do you operate better under stress/pressure?
Are you more stress resistance now, compared to when you first started working?

Adaptability/reflectiveness
Have there been cases where you had to reprioritize a task or do something else than what
you had planned in your workday?
•

Did this decision come from the product manager, the customer, or the team as a
whole? Have you ever somewhat doubted their decision?

How much pre-work do you perform before starting at an assignment?
•

Do you tend to think a lot before?

Attentiveness
Have there been cases where high severely bugs have slipped through the QA environment
and onto the production?
•
•

How did it happen?
Were there any countermeasures taken after the incident?

Do you see things from another perspective than others?
•
•

Have there been cases where you have pointed out things that no one has thought
of? Are you usually like that?
In what degree do you tend to remember minuscule details? (Use an example)

Creativity
How creative are you?
Do you get to use your creativity during work?
Do you think creativity is something needed in a tester?
•

Why/why not?

Motivation
What keeps you going during work?
Have there been days where you perform better than other days?
•

How/why?

Do you keep contact with other team members outside work-hours?
Do you often attempt to get to know new people (both during work and outside)?

Profession
Do you feel that software testing is looked down upon in regards to other roles in a software
development project?
What attributes do you think a software tester should have?

Closing inquiries
Have you ever worked at a non-agile software tester?
•

If so, how has the experience differed from your current ways of working?

How do you foresee the evolution of software testing in the future?
•
•
•

Will software testing become more embedded within roles?
Do we need dedicated testers?
Evolution of the software testing role

If you could have started all over, would you still have chosen the career path that led you to
where you currently are?
Is there anything we haven’t discussed that you would like to add?

C

Interview Guide for Non-testers
Information before the interview
Thank the participant for taking his/her time to be interviewed
Present myself to the participant (name, background, goal of the interview)
Inform the participant about privacy policy and voluntary participation
•
•
•
•

Data gathered from the interviews will be used to answer the research question
Any personal data will be treated confidentially
All participants will be anonymized
It is voluntary to participate in the interview, and the participant can at any time
withdraw his/her consent

Inform the participant about the usage of audio recording
•
•

Ask if such a device could be used during the interview
No one else other than the interviewer will have access to the recording, the audio
will be deleted following the delivery of the thesis

Estimate the length of the interview (20-45 minutes)

Can you tell me about your role, and what has generally been your tasks/assignments?
Please tell me briefly about the development project
How many years of experience do you have as X?
How many members are there in the team?
What is your relation to the software tester? (In what way do you interact with him/her?)

What knowledge do you have about the field of software testing?
•

Do you sometimes do testing tasks?

Has the software tester helped you with your work tasks?
•

How so?

To what degree do you have to look at the whole picture? (Domain knowledge, technical
architectures etc.)
•

How is that different from the software tester, according to your experience?

Are there lots of communication between you/team and the software tester?
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•

How?

How do you feel about the tester’s communicative abilities? (Describing bugs, asking critical
questions, etc.)
•

Do you feel like they can improve on something?

How active are the testers in meetings?
How perceptive are the software testers?
•
•

Are they attentive for details?
Have they brought up things that no one else has thought of?

Do you see any correlation between creativity and software tester?
•

How is it different from being a X?

Do you feel that a software tester needs to be more structured than a X?
•

Why, why not?

Have there been days where you perform better without a tester?
•

How about with a tester? Why?

Do you remember a situation where the software did a really good job?
•
•

Can you describe it?
What about the opposite?

How do you define an effective tester?
If you were to choose between a tester who isn’t necessarily skilled in logic/technical but
who is extremely good in communication and team coordination vs a tester who is vice
versa, who would you prefer to work with?
•

Why?

Which attribute do you think a tester should possess?
Do you feel that the software tester is connected to the team? (Cohesion)
What are your predictions for the evolution of software testing in the future?

•
•
•

More embedded within teams?
Do we still need dedicated testers?
Evolution of the software testing role

Why do you think people want to be testers and not X?
Is there anything we haven’t discussed that you would like to add?

DObservation
Observation
Protocols
Protocol
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Location

Participant

Ceremonies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Informal interactions

•
•

Tester’s attributes

•
•
•
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Workplace layout
Software testers’ seating
Actors sitting in proximity of tester
Name and role of employees
Behavior towards each other
Attitude towards tester
Tester’s attitude towards others
Start-time, end-time, duration of
meetings
Attendees and roles
Facilitator
Points of interest
Tester’s behavior during meetings
Personal thoughts post-meetings
Who is talking?
Conversation topic
Classification of conversation
(problem-solving, everyday life etc.)
Emotions throughout the day
What does the tester do if unsure of
doing a task?
Level of focus during work hours
Personality exhibit
Level of sociality
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what traits the company should look for when they hire new software testers. The company aims to get a better insight into how
testing is conducted so that they can improve continuously. They
want to give their testers autonomy to think differently, be more
creative, and become more proficient in testing skills.

Although there has been extensive research on software testing
technicalities - such as testing tools and practices - little research
has been conducted within human factors of software testing. In
collaboration with Itera, a consultancy company, we begin to fill
this research gap. Our current qualitative data-set consists of observation notes, interview transcripts, and conversation logs. Our
findings suggest that creativity, being structured, having the ability to see the whole picture, having good interpersonal skills, and
eagerness-to-learn are desired traits for a software tester.

3

METHODS AND MODES OF ENGAGEMENT

So far, we have conducted five interviews with software testers in
the company. These testers’ working experience range from one
year to six years. We have observed participants working, and we
also have access to their communication on Slack. The data-sets,
therefore, consists of observation notes, interviews, and chat logs.
On the days of observation, the first author noted down timestamps
and points of interest with focus on the tester within the project.
Moreover, interviews were held both within and external from
the project of observation. These ranged approximately from 45
minutes to 1 hour and were held solely with testers from the consultancy company. All interviews have been transcribed. Logs from
communication tools were also used in order to extract additional
support for the data collected through observations and interviews,
such as follow-ups or elaborations. We analysed the data using
thematic analysis [3].
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SETUP

The industrial experience described here is the current findings of
collaboration with a consultancy company, Itera. Itera has over 500
employees across Europe and is involved in the banking and finance
sector. There are currently nine consultants working as testers and
test-leads in Norway. As such, current findings are based on the
data collected from five of these consultants.

4

TRAITS OF THE SOFTWARE TESTER

Our analysis of the data material revealed five characteristic traits
of the software testers, which we will describe in this section.
A trait that all participants mentioned was creativity. The interviewees mentioned the importance of being creative in order
to find abnormal bugs. One participant stated “I’ve managed to
find weird bugs by being creative, such as mid-way force shutdowns
and performing unusual process-sequences. One has to test like that
because the users are always creative”. Several participants also
mentioned curiosity as an essential trait, such as being curious
of domain knowledge and question the requirements’ reasoning.
One participant described that curiosity allowed him to learn domain knowledge swiftly, and mentioned that his knowledge even
surpassed the product owner’s.
Additionally, all five participants shared a common trait of being
structured. One participant recalled “Every Friday, I look at the
calendar for what’s happening next week. Once a month, I also look
through the calendar and see what’s going to happen next month, so
that I may plan ahead”. Another participant added “I can’t function
if there is no structure. I need to have everything noted down in my
calendar, and to-do’s needs to be written down in checklists and notes.
Moreover, the ability to understand the big picture was something that was discovered from every participant; they stated it was
focal for testers to look at things as a whole and see the connections between them. One participant stated “Often as a developer,
you receive a task and you do it. They are not very involved in the

2 MOTIVATION FOR COLLABORATION
Within the software testing field, research focusing on human factors or the psychological aspect of testing is scarce [6, 8]. Moreover,
the practitioner literature, such as the ISTQB foundation level syllabus - one of the most recognizable certifications within software
testing - mentions little on the topic at hand [2]. We searched for
papers focusing on human factors in the field of software testing
in agile projects. A search in Scopus returned approximately 500
papers, where only 17 were relevant studies focusing on the topic
in the period 2009 - 2019.
Itera’s motivation for collaborating with researchers is to better
understand how to support the testers they have employed, and
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entire process. I think it’s more exciting to be involved in both the
functional and technical aspects, not just super-technical”. Another
said “One should be somewhat technical proficient, but that is not
most important. The most important part is that you need to be able
to make sense of which part of the system is prone to bugs”.
All participants mentioned the importance of being friendly and
providing constructive feedback to other members, since testers
are often the bearers of bad news. Constructive feedback somehow
mitigates negative dynamics between testers and colleagues in
the team. For example, one participant mentioned that “I was on a
project few years back where I sat next to the developers. When I found
a bug, I stood up and walked towards them with a friendly smile”.
Another explained that he gave explanations on what went wrong
and did not focus on whose fault it was. A third mentioned that
“Whenever I find a bug, I go to the developer in mind and ask him if
it’s suppose to be like that. I try not to point any fingers because that’s
never pleasant for anyone and it’s not appreciated”. We observed that
testers were thorough with the way they reported bugs in meetings
by the respective digital task board, one participant was particularly
thorough with describing what went wrong, the expected result
and actual result, and the steps he took to reproduce it.
Lastly, participants mentioned that their motivation during work
was triggered by continually learning something new, having fun
with pleasant co-workers, and performing enjoyable yet challenging tasks. One participant, when asked what he liked about his
job, stated “Lots of things motivate me during work; cool projects,
challenging workdays - those that one actually has to use the head and also working with lots of different people, which is always fun”
Another mentioned ”It’s fun to work in a team, and work together
with others. When I have issues, there’s a high probability someone
else on the team has the solution. Sometimes I’m the one that helps
them. I think it’s really cool to work this way, and it becomes a lot
more social during work - I look forward to work every day”.

5 LESSONS LEARNED AND IMPLICATIONS
Based on the current results, being creative and structured are the
most important traits for a tester to possess. Burnstein [4] also
suggests that testers need to be creative and experiment-oriented,
while Kanij et al. [11] found that software testers tended to be more
organized, disciplined, and hard-working.
Communication skills are especially important for software
testers [6], and reporting faults in a constructive way is advisable in
order to foster a synergized work environment. Ahmed et al. [1] described software testers as "the software development team’s worst
enemy" and therefore they need good interpersonal skills. A recent
study shows that people are more careful in their communication
if a conflict is thought to occur [9]. Software testers need to communicate in a way that does not provoke conflict within the team.
It was noted that two of the testers became friends with the rest
of the team, to the point where the team began to socialize during
off-work hours. They stated that it became easier to ask for help
and seek feedback after the get-togethers. Psychological safety has
been found to improve team performance in agile projects [10], and
making software testers less worried about offending developers
when confronting them with bugs [14]. Current findings add to
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the understanding that psychological safety is important and may
occur through social interactions among team members.
We found curiosity and the ability to see totality as important
traits for testers. A recent study on the skills of software testers
also found that testers need to have both broad views and attention
to detail [7]. Two existing studies focused on motivational factors
for testers [5, 13], found that enjoying challenges and having work
variety were included in the motivational factors - our current
findings suggest confirming this.
Some of the traits we discovered as essential for software testers,
such as the ability to engage with others, having decision-making
skills, and eagerness-to-learn has also been identified as important
for software developers [12]. Future work could further investigate
differences and similarities in traits, as well as how the degree of
importance varies, for people having these two types of roles.
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